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TOTAL SALES 2022 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
SERVICES

EMPLOYEES WORLDWIDE

EUR 3.81 billion 48.307 t

20.817

+ 13,4 % 

+ 60
 Employees

-3.599 t CO2equivalents

 GRI 2-1, GRI 2-2, GRI 201-1

CO2

COMPANIES
in around 60 countries

PRODUCTION SITES
12 Global Production Centres

DISTRIBUTION CENTRES
4 Regional Service Centres

BRANCHES
over 250 worldwide

SERVICE WORLDWIDE
in 176 countries

CO2 EMISSIONS: 
(SCOPE 1/2)

EUR 264 million

+ EUR 25 million

Company portrait

Festo at a glance 

As a family-owned company that operates around the 
world, we know how important roots are in this process. 
That is why we are not just globally represented, but 
have local companies with their own local identity. The 
result is a global network of around 20,800 employees 
in around 60 countries with over 250 branches. Our 
products and services are available in 176 countries on 
this	earth.	In	the	2022	financial	year,	the	Festo	Group	
generated sales of approximately EUR 3.81 billion, of 
which around 7% is invested annually in research and 
development. The share of training and development 
measures amounts to 1.5% of sales.   GRI 2-1

The Festo Group is divided into the Automation and 
Didactic business divisions. Important industry seg-
ments are automotive, food and packaging, electronics 
and assembly, biotech, pharma and cosmetics, chemi-
cals and water, as well as – with growing importance – 
medical technology and laboratory automation (life 
tech), which have been in focus since the beginning of 
the pandemic. Festo also supports all automated pro-
cess	steps	in	the	field	of	electromobility,	from	battery	pro-
duction to the production of electric vehicles.   GRI 2-1

The Automation business division
The	Automation	division	offers	a	wide	range	of	solutions	
for factory and process automation: the business pur-
pose comprises the development, manufacture and sale 
of pneumatic and electrical components, technical sys-
tems and services as well as the transfer of knowledge 
for automation tasks such as control, regulation, posi-
tioning and handling of machines, apparatus and techni-
cal processes. In terms of customer solutions, the 
increasing	demand	for	energy	and	resource	efficiency	
and humanisation of work is becoming a competitive 
factor in all industry segments.   GRI 2-6

The Didactic business division
The group’s activities in the Didactic division stand for 
technical basic and further training and, for more than 
five	decades,	have	included	the	continuous	develop-
ment of professional, industry-oriented learning prod-
ucts and services relating to automation technology. The 
educational	offerings	focus	on	pneumatics,	hydraulics,	
electronics and mechatronics as well as sensor technol-
ogy,	robotics,	CNC	and	fieldbus	technology.	

Festo Didactic is a system partner of companies as well 
as private and public educational institutions to make 
and	keep	people	fit	for	work	through	education	and	
training and to allow them to participate in economic 
development.   GRI 2-6

At Festo, we pursue the goal of making tomorrow’s working world more 
productive, simpler and more sustainable on a daily basis. That is why 
we are developing solutions for automation and technical education that 
prepare people, companies and organisations for the demands of the 
future. 

GRI 2-1: Total sales by region

Total sales by region 2020 2021 2022
Europe/Middle East 62% 60% 57%
Asia 22% 24% 25%
The Americas 16% 16% 18%
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Dear Readers,

The world is changing. Business and society alike face 
existential challenges. The United Nations expects that 
there will be around 9.7 billion people on the planet 
by 2050. All these people need food, medical care and 
training. At the same time, we are already seeing the 
effects	of	ongoing	climate	change	and	growing	resource	
conflicts.

At Festo, we see sustainability as an integral part of our 
corporate strategy. We are convinced that economic and 
environmental aspects have to be in harmony in order to 
secure the long-term prosperity of each and every one of 
us and to meet the challenges. As a responsible fami-
ly-run company, the social dimension of sustainability is 
of great importance to us. As a matter of course, we also 
meet our corporate due diligence to safeguard human 
rights in our value chain.

As we further develop our products and services, we 
constantly ask ourselves where automation technology 
can be an enabler for more sustainability. The focus is 
on simplifying work, providing medical care and lifelong 
learning. As a cross-technology automation company 
and	a	leading	global	provider	in	the	field	of	technical	ed-
ucation, we want to make an essential contribution here.

Our products and services can be used in a way that 
is open to new technology – for example, in battery  GRI 2-1, GRI 2-11, GRI 2-23

production, in hydrogen production and in the manufac-
ture of alternative fuels. In doing so, we are supporting 
structural change as part of the industrial transformation 
towards a circular economy.

Sustainability begins with our product development. For 
many years now, we have been working on topics such 
as lightweight construction in order to further reduce the 
use of materials in our products. The design of our value 
chains also aims to reduce CO2 emissions. By increasing 
the localisation of production activities and the further 
expansion of renewable energies at our plants, we want 
to continuously reduce our CO2 consumption. As of this 
year, all of our buildings in Germany as well as our pro-
duction and logistics sites around the world have been 
CO2 neutral in terms of Scope 1 and 2. All other locations 
around the world will follow by 2026 at the latest.

I hope you enjoy reading the Sustainability Report 2022.

Dr Oliver D. Jung
Chairman of the Management Board at Festo SE & Co. KG

Dr Oliver D. Jung 
Chairman of the Management Board at Festo SE & Co. KG
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Blue World

How to treat our blue planet presents humanity with unprece-
dented challenges. The ability to securely supply and support 
the world’s population in the face of demographic change 
seems	to	be	in	insoluble	conflict	with	the	protection	of	our	natu-
ral	resources.	Festo	deals	with	these	conflicting	priorities	with	
its expertise in automation technology and technical education 
and anchors them in the ‘Blue World’. 

Automation and technical education with 
Festo: enabler for sustainable solutions to  
tackle humanity’s greatest challenges.
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Pneumatics Electrics Process  
automation Digitalisation Artificial

intelligence
Biological  
transformation

Automation and  
technical education

Assist
people at work

Human-machine  
collaboration

Improve
health

Technologies for life 
sciences

Lifelong
learning
Technical
education

Industrial
transformation

Driving structural
change

Ecological
innovations

Save resources,  
protect nature

Resilience in
value chains

De-globalisation,  
safeguard supplychains

Safe supply for the population,
support for demographic change

CO2 neutral production, 
minimised use of resources

Festo	has	anchored	its	solution-finding	skills	in	its	Blue	
World approach: 

With	the	technology	fields	of	pneumatics,	electrical	auto-
mation,	process	automation,	digitisation	and	artificial	in-
telligence, Festo enables the transformation of industrial 
production	into	an	efficient	and	more	climate-friendly	
way	of	manufacturing,	such	as	in	the	field	of	biotechnol-
ogy.

With our human-centred approaches, we make life easier 
for people in the workplace, support healthcare with 
our LifeTech technologies and enable people to learn 
and	use	new	technologies	efficiently	with	our	learning	
systems. 

With our resource-conserving approaches, we use 
automation technology to support structural change in 
certain sectors, such as the automotive industry and 
show how automation technology can better protect 
our most important resources such as water, earth and 
air. This also includes increasing localisation in order 
to shorten transport routes and value chains and thus 
minimise emissions. 

Our blue planet presents us at 
Festo with major challenges. How 
can we help to solve these challen-
ges with automation technology 
and technical education?
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Assist people at work

On the one hand, the focus is on intelligent and collaborative robots that can work hand in hand 
with	humans	and	provide	relief,	particularly	in	a	work	environment	with	difficult	and	tiring	tasks.	

On	the	other	hand,	digitisation	offers	great	potential	for	complementing	people’s	skills	and	
increasing	productivity.	Artificial	intelligence	software	tools	and	methods	can	carry	out	complex	
analyses of large amounts of data and generate information that helps people make decisions. 
Great attention is paid to the ease of use and the intuitive design of the technical assistants.

The Festo Cobot
With	the	world’s	first	pneumatic	cobot,	Festo	is	ush-
ering in a new era of human-robot collaboration. The 
pneumatic helper is the innovative solution for tasks 
in production – wherever a third hand is helpful or 
processes need to be automated, whether for feeding 
parts or performing routine movements. There is no 
other technology where human-robot collaboration is 
as	sensitive	as	it	is	with	flexible	pneumatics.	

The Festo Cobot is particularly economical for small 
and	medium-sized	companies:	firstly,	because	only	
little investment is necessary, and secondly because 
of	its	flexible	application	scenarios:	even	small	batch	
sizes and work steps can now be processed automati-
cally. Thanks to its intuitive and simple commissioning 
and programming, the training time is also fast and 
efficient.

What	systems	and	solutions	does	Festo	offer	
that make the workplace more ergonomic and 
relieve	people	of	difficult	and	strenuous	tasks,	
both physically and mentally?

The pneumatic cobot enables safe collaboration 
without a safety fence.
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Festo LifeTech
Festo supplies components for the automation of 
analytical applications for laboratory facilities. The 
offer	includes	electric	and	pneumatic	drives	as	well	as	
controllers, dosing systems and grippers, equipped 
with sensors for measuring and checking. 

Automated handling speeds up the work with sam-
ples	and	fluids	and	also	offers	safe	handling	of	the	
test material. This reduces the causes of errors, 
for example by preventing mix-ups. In addition, it 
guarantees sterile and consistent analysis conditions 
even with higher test volumes and delivers fast and 
accurate results. 

The automatic detection, opening and closing of 
sample containers, including the addition, dosing and 
pipetting	of	fluids,	guarantees	efficiency,	productivity	
and	time	savings	for	laboratories.	Festo	also	offers	
expertise and components for miniaturised laboratory 
systems designed for mobile use.

Fast and precise diagnostics are required. Under the 
term	‘LifeTech’,	Festo	offers	systems	and	components	for	
medical technology and laboratory automation. Thanks 
to decades of experience and innovative strength in the 
automation of industrial manufacturing processes, a high 
level	of	efficiency	and	productivity	as	well	as	maximum	
reliability are achieved in these areas.

Population growth, demographic change and pandemics 
are placing ever greater demands on healthcare and  
preventive health measures. How can technological  
innovations in automation technology speed up medical 
technology and laboratory diagnostics while ensuring  
high quality and safety standards?

From standard market products to customised subsystems: Festo Life-
Tech	offers	everything	from	a	single	source	for	medical	technology	and	
laboratory diagnostics.

Festo LifeTech
Festo supplies components for the automation of 
analytical applications for laboratory facilities. The 
offer	includes	electric	and	pneumatic	drives	as	well	as	
controllers, dosing systems and grippers, equipped 
with sensors for measuring and checking. 

Automated handling speeds up the work with sam-
ples	and	fluids	and	also	offers	safe	handling	of	the	
test material. This reduces the causes of errors, 
for example by preventing mix-ups. In addition, it 
guarantees sterile and consistent analysis conditions 
even with higher test volumes and delivers fast and 
accurate results. 

The automatic detection, opening and closing of 
sample containers, including the addition, dosing and 
pipetting	of	fluids,	guarantees	efficiency,	productivity	
and	time	savings	for	laboratories.	Festo	also	offers	
expertise and components for miniaturised laboratory 
systems designed for mobile use.

Fast and precise diagnostics are required. Under the 
term	‘LifeTech’,	Festo	offers	systems	and	components	for	
medical technology and laboratory automation. Thanks 
to decades of experience and innovative strength in the 
automation of industrial manufacturing processes, a high 
level	of	efficiency	and	productivity	as	well	as	maximum	
reliability are achieved in these areas.

Improve health

From standard market products to customised subsystems: Festo Life-
Tech	offers	everything	from	a	single	source	for	medical	technology	and	
laboratory diagnostics.
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Lifelong learning

How do we enable people to 
master the new technologies? 
After all, productivity and 
competitiveness cannot be 
maintained and increased by 
modern, high-quality automa-
tion solutions alone. 

Rapid technological change means that companies need 
to continuously train their employees and develop their 
skills in order to maintain their productivity over the long 
term. Employees themselves ensure their employability 
by continuously acquiring the most sought-after skills 
through	on-	and	off-the-job	training.

Driven by innovations and changing societal needs, 
completely	new	job	profiles	are	constantly	being	created	
and existing jobs are being transformed. As the world’s 
leading	provider	in	the	field	of	technical	education,	Festo	
is a global partner for educational institutions, govern-
ments, public institutions and companies. 
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Festo Learning Experience (Festo LX)
The	Festo	LX	digital	learning	portal	offers	a	holistic	approach	to	technical	basic	and	
further training. We pursue a blended learning approach that combines theoretical 
knowledge	with	practical	exercises.	Festo	LX	provides	the	right	learning	content	for	
the learning systems from Festo Didactic. Knowledge can be learnt independently 
and tested on the physical equipment so that it can be used in a targeted manner in 
later day-to-day work. 

Thanks to the large number of learning formats, learning is motivating and varied. 
Festo	LX	enables	digital	learning	that	is	as	individual	as	people	themselves.

Digitisation not only changes the 
required skills taught in technical 
basic and further training, but also 
how these are learned.
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-

Festo also consist-
ently relies on indus-
trial intelligence and 
AI at its own plants. 
The	findings	from	
these applications 
are incorporated 
into customer pro-
jects in a targeted 
manner.

Entire branches of industry 
and sectors are undergoing 
profound change. With Indus-
try 4.0, production is increas-
ingly interlinked with state-of-
the-art information and com-
munication technology. How 
will we manage to bring 
about this change in our 
machine and plant control 
systems?

Industrial  
transformation
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This structural change is particularly evident in the 
automotive industry. Combustion drives are transforming 
into	regenerative	drive	systems	with	massive	effects	on	
production environments, processes and supply chains. 
Intelligent machines independently coordinate increas-
ingly complex manufacturing processes and generate 
data	that	is	converted	into	information	using	artificial	
intelligence	in	order	to	identify	specific	areas	where	
there is potential for optimisation. This improves quality 
and reduces the use of resources.

When it comes to battery cell production for electro-
mobility, Festo provides the technology to manufacture 
high-quality batteries reliably and cost-consciously. This 
includes the automation of processes from the prepara-
tion of raw materials and the fully automated production 
of battery cells to transport and assembly systems for 
precisely assembling battery parts. 

Festo Automation Experience  
(Festo AX) 
With	Festo	AX	Solutions,	Festo	uses	artificial	intel-
ligence	to	offer	algorithms	that	make	it	possible	to	
record status data of components in order to predict 
their potential failure – including during recycling. A 
wide variety of components are moved here. 

Adaptive gripping with corresponding algorithms and 
robot	solutions	enables	the	efficient	and	fast	recycling	
of individual materials.
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During their natural photosynthesis outdoors, 
algae bind ten times more CO2 than terrestrial 
plants. With the right technology, their 
efficiency	can	be	increased	a	hundredfold.

Ecological  
innovations

Climate and resource protec- 
tion are becoming the most 
urgent task. How do we 
achieve energy savings and 
the reduction of CO2 emis-
sions? How can we reduce our 
material consumption, recycle 
more	and	find	alternative	 
materials?
It’s all about opening up new solution areas for automation 
and the transformation towards a circular economy.

Economists have been predicting the end of linear growth 
for some time now. Moving towards a closed circular econ-
omy is the next major goal with new growth potential. Here, 
too, nature is the great role model for us, because in nature 
there is no waste and no wastage.

The	inclusion	of	biology	as	a	field	of	action	for	automation	
is particularly promising for Festo. In this way, the smallest 
factory of the future will be located in a biological cell. 
Experiments with algae, seen as little climate saviours, are 
already producing extremely promising results today.
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Festo BionicCellFactory 
The BionicCellFactory is a universal model factory. It depicts the automation of the biological transformation 
towards the circular economy. The combination of expertise in the biosciences, sensor technology and innovative 
automation	technology	offers	new	growth	opportunities	for	pioneering	biotechnology,	which	at	the	same	time	
relieves the strain on our natural environment.

With automation technology from Festo, biomass can be produced on a large scale, depending on the application 
requirements	for	the	chemical,	food	and	pharmaceutical	industries.	This	process	consists	of	five	modules,	from	
the optimised cultivation of the algae cells with continuous monitoring and analysis through to harvesting and 
the	further	processing	and	refinement	of	the	various	components.

We	are	further	expanding	our	portfolio	in	the	field	of	biotechnology:	we	ensure	stable	and	precise	process	control	
with maximum productivity. This includes optimised fumigation and feeding strategies, control algorithms, soft 
sensors for real-time biomass determination, and system concepts for bio-based production processes. We will 
also support plant operators with remote diagnostics, maintenance and control as part of cloud solutions.

Holistic process: 1. CO2 collection: binding of CO2	from	the	ambient	air,	2.	Analysis:	monitoring	cells	using	quantum	sensors	and	artifi-
cial intelligence, 3. Cultivation: automated photosynthesis of biomass, 4. Harvest: harvesting of cells using a centrifuge, 5. Enzymatic 
transformation: gentle splitting of cell components
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Resilience in value chains
Long supply chains and a dependence on sin-
gular raw material sources bring risks in times 
of pandemics, warfare or high energy prices. 
How can we better safeguard globalised supply 
chains	and	find	a	more	environmentally	friendly	
way to deal with our environment?
In addition to the manufacture of the products, logistics are an important competitive factor, 
as goods need to reach our customers quickly and safely, while causing as little environmental 
impact as possible. 

Festo relies on a local-for-local strategy. Thanks to a decentralised production network, local mar-
kets – with their local market needs – can be supplied more quickly and reliably thanks to short 
transport routes.

At Festo, a CO2 reduced supply chain begins with the development of new products and the 
question: What risks can already be taken into account during the design phase of the prod-
ucts in order to support product development and market entry? 

The level of material stocks, risks of individual suppliers defaulting and selected delivery 
routes follow this consideration. Our selected means of transport are as CO2	reduced as possi-
ble, while the digitisation of the supply chain ensures early detection of disruptions and their 
elimination.

Festo supply chain
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A secure supply for the population,  
demographic change

CO2 neutral production,  
circular economy

Our goal: the transformation to 
a circular economy

Today’s challenges call for innovation-friendly 
and broad-based partnerships. We see the 
next development boost for industrial produc-
tion in the shift towards a circular economy. 
Together with our customers and partners, we 
want to drive this transformation forward. In-
novations are the key to greater sustainability.
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Corporate Responsibility

32

Christian Österle is Head of Corporate Communication 
and Sustainability and is thus globally responsible for 
communication, design, the brand name, history and 
sustainability at Festo.

He is responsible for the ongoing development and mon-
itoring of the implementation of the sustainability strat-
egy at Festo.

    Sustainable decisions require a 
holistic view of ecological, economic 
and social aspects. Sustainability is 
therefore an integral part of Festo’s 
corporate strategy. 

Christian Österle,
Head of Corporate Communication and Sustainability at Festo
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Sustainability management

The United Nations (UN) has formulated 17 Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) at the economic, social and environmental levels. For Festo, 
a strategy in line with these sustainability goals, systematic sustainability 
management and transparency are key elements on the way to achieving 
this.   GRI 3-3

Sustainability	is	firmly	anchored	in	our	corporate	strategy.	The	Management	Board	of	Festo	SE	&	Co.	KG	is	committed	to	this.	From	left	to	right:	
Dr Jaroslav Patka, Frank Notz, Gerhard Borho, Dr Oliver D. Jung, Dr Ansgar Kriwet.

Frame of reference for our sustainability management 
There	were	no	significant	changes	to	the	organisation	of	
Festo and the supply chain in the reporting period. No 
acquisitions were made in 2022.   GRI 2-6

As part of our ‘Local for Local’ approach, we will expand 
our international production capacities in India, Mexico 
and Turkey. We will also include these locations in our 
sustainability management.   GRI 203-1

Basic information about Festo for 2022 can be found in 
the company portrait on pages 4 and 5. More detailed 
information about our business areas is available on our 
website www.festo.com. 

Sustainability management
Thinking in terms of generations and responsible, 
long-term business practices are deeply rooted in the 
family-run company Festo. Essential elements of our 
sustainability	strategy	are	therefore	firmly	anchored	in	
our	corporate	strategy.	This	covers	the	following	five	
directions:
– Competitiveness
– Growth
– Innovation
– Culture
– Sustainability
 GRI 2-6, GRI 2-9

In the future, the following three sustainability topics 
from the corporate strategy will be managed and promot-
ed at management board level: 
– Reduction of the carbon footprint
– Digital education
– Capability shift
 GRI 2-6, GRI 2-9

These measures are subject to a quarterly assessment by 
the Management Board, are supported by senior execu-
tives and follow a project organisation. 

The other topics of the sustainability strategy are eval-
uated every six months and further developed with the 
responsible areas. This is carried out under the respon-
sibility of the Corporate Responsibility (CR) department, 
whose responsibilities also include sustainability report-
ing.   GRI 2-6, GRI 2-9 

Identification of key issues 
The interests of both internal and external stakeholders 
were	taken	into	account	in	the	identification	of	topics.	
There are two groups within the external and internal 
stakeholders. 

‘Formative stakeholders’ have concrete expectations 
of	Festo	as	a	company	and	also	have	a	direct	influence	
on its business activities. In addition, there are ‘other 
stakeholders’ whose interests are taken into account 
but	whose	influence	is	considered	to	be	rather	limited.	
Specifically,	these	two	categories	are	as	follows:

Formative stakeholders 
– Shareholders 
– Management Board 
– Customers and their customers 
– Employees 

Other stakeholders 
– Suppliers 
– Local population 
– Science 
– Public 
– Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) 
– State 
– Supervisory institutions 
 GRI 2-26, GRI 2-27, GRI 2-29 

The diagram on the next page shows the key topics and 
areas	of	action	for	Festo	in	the	field	of	sustainability.	
 GRI 3-2

When deriving and updating the key topics and areas of 
activity, we will in future be guided by the requirements 
of the European Corporate Sustainability Reporting 
Directive (CSRD).  GRI 3-1, GRI 3-2 
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In	March 2020,	the	Management	Board	of	Festo	SE	&	Co.	
KG adopted the sustainability strategy, which has since 
been regularly updated. In 2023, the sustainability strat-
egy and the corporate strategy will be even more closely 
integrated. 

An important decision in 2022 was to bring together the 
topics	of	energy	efficiency	and	climate	protection	across	
the	entire	supply	chain	into	a	field	of	action	that	is	now	
managed holistically. This has led to a consolidation of 
the	sustainability	strategy	from	six	to	five	action	areas.	

CO2 reduction and energy efficiency  Chapter 3
This large, restructured area of activity is the focus of our 
sustainability	efforts.	On	the	basis	of	the	corporate	car-
bon	footprint	(CCF)	calculated	for	the	first	time	in	2021	in	
accordance with the GHG Protocol, we intend to evaluate 
the options for a successful participation in the Science 
Based Target initiative (SBTi) in 2023. The high calcu-
lated emissions from the use of our products at the cus-
tomer’s site represent a major challenge for us. 

Scopes 1 and 2 and 3.8: We will continue to invest in 
new	photovoltaic	systems	and	energy	efficiency	meas-
ures at our locations in 2023. As a result of these meas-
ures, we expect an additional 2,500 MWh per year of our 
own renewable power generation and annual energy 
savings of around 2,500 MWh.  

In addition to our production network, these measures 
will also apply to Festo’s sales companies. These compa-
nies will be included in primary data collection on energy 
consumption and CO2	emissions	for	the	first	time	in	
2023. This creates the conditions for CO2 neutrality for 
the entire Festo Group by 2026 at the latest.

Scope 3.1 and 3.4: In terms of the materials we use in 
2023, we will continue to focus on improving the quality 
of data on our CO2 emissions and exploring the use of 
lower-CO2 materials through selected projects. The same 
applies to distribution logistics. On the one hand, we 
increase the transparency and resilience of the balance 
sheet. On the other hand, we are continuing to systemat-
ically switch individual products from air freight to sea 
freight.

Scope 3.11: With regard to our products and services, we 
will	continue	to	develop	the	existing	offerings	to	increase	
energy	efficiency	for	our	customers	in	2023.	For	the	first	
time, we will be able to calculate the product carbon 
footprint (PCF) of selected components ourselves and 
make it available to our customers (see Chapter 5 for 
details). 
 
Technical education  Chapter 4
The technical training and further training of our custom-
ers at Festo Didactic is another important pillar of our 
sustainability	efforts.	

Examples of our activities are:
–  Making high-quality learning content accessible to as 
many	people	as	possible	with	the	Festo	LX	digital	
learning portal

–  Learning solutions as the key to environmentally 
friendly innovations 

–  Getting young people excited about technical topics 
with Bionics4Education 

–  Promote learning through competitions with numer-
ous activities 

The introduction of an environmental management sys-
tem according to ISO 14001 is planned for Festo Didactic 
SE and the Canadian plants of Festo Didactic. 

Environment, resource and material efficiency 
 Chapter 5
In	2022,	we	restructured	the	topics	in	this	field	of	activ-
ity.	At	our	own	locations,	we	will	work	on	the	efficient	use	
of materials, operating materials and waste reduction 
and the economical use of water as part of our ISO 
14001-certified	international	environmental	manage-
ment. 
 
With regard to the entire value creation process, the 
focus is on our products and their packaging. The focus 
here is on saving materials and using materials that do 
not contain any critical ingredients or have a compara-
tively lower carbon footprint. In 2023, we will assess our 
potential contribution to the circular economy and iden-
tify measures.

People at Festo  Chapter 6
Within this area of action, we will continue to work on the 
long-term	issues	relating	to	the	qualification	and	further	
development of our employees, the expansion of occu-
pational health promotion and safety, and equality and 
diversity in the company.  

Ethics and governance  Chapter 7
The focus of the Ethics and Governance area is on our 
global	compliance	management	system	and	the	fulfil-
ment of corporate due diligence obligations for human 
rights. In 2023, after the conditions have been created in 
2022, we will implement the requirements of the Act on 
Corporate Due Diligence in Supply Chains (LkSG) at our 
suppliers and in our own business units.

The following chapters also explain our activities in the 
areas of activity in the reporting period 2022 using corre-
sponding GRI indicators.

Our contribution to the

CO2 reduction and energy efficiency

Technical education

Environment, resource and 
material efficiency

People at Festo

Ethics and governance

The	five	areas	of	action	of	our	sustainability	strategy	 GRI 2-6, GRI 2-22, GRI 3-2
 

Sustainability strategy 
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Networks and committee work

Partnerships	and	networks	mean	significant	added	value	for	mutual	
exchange and working across corporate boundaries. Our Automation 
and Didactic business divisions work both nationally and internationally 
as part of various committees and associations concretely on the issue 
of sustainability.   GRI 2-28

5 G Alliance for Connected Industries and Automation 
(5 G-ACIA)  I  Working group for Business and Human 
Rights of the German Engineering Federation (VDMA)  I  
Stuttgart CSR network  I  Various employer associations  
I  European industry umbrella organisation ORGALIM 
(indirectly via VDMA and ZVEI)  I  EuropElectro (repre-
senting the interests of European industry in China)  I  
Fraunhofer Institute for Production Systems and Design 
Technology ISO and IEC standardisation committees for 
automation technology  I  Industry 4.0 platform  I  Stif-
tung KlimaWirtschaft – German CEO alliance for climate 
and economy  I  SustaiNet – business network  I  VDMA 
Blue Competence sustainability initiative  I  German  
Electrical and Electronic Manufacturers’ Association (ZVEI)

ADEA – Association for the Development of Education 
in Africa  I  German-African Business Association  I  
International Academy for Production Engineering  I  
Didacta Association  I  Digital Industries  I  Don Bos-
co Tech Africa  I  European Institute of Innovation & 
Technology (EIT)  I  EuroSkills  I  iMove  I  German 
Asia-Pacific Business Association  I  OEastern Europe 
Business Association of Germany  I  Industry 4.0  
platform  I  UN organisations such as UNESCO,  
UNIDO, UNICEF, UNHCR  I  VDMA I  WEF – Advanced  
Manufacturing and Production  I  Worlddidac  I  
WorldSkills Africa   I  WorldSkills International  I  ZVEI

Automation Didactic
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A major challenge for our planet is climate change, which is 
caused by the constant enrichment of the earth’s atmosphere 
with man-made greenhouse gases, especially carbon dioxide 
(CO2). Climate protection and the economical use of energy are 
therefore two of the most important tasks of our time, which are 
firmly	anchored	in	our	corporate	and	sustainability	strategies.	
Our focus is on reducing CO2 emissions – both for our customers 
and for ourselves. From 2023, all our buildings in Germany as 
well as our global production and logistics sites will be CO2 neu-
tral with regard to Scope 1 and 2. From 2026, the entire Festo 
Group will be CO2 neutral. After that, we will continue to work on 
energy-saving	measures	and	the	retrofitting	of	our	heating	tech-
nology in order to continuously reduce the need for compensa-
tion.   GRI 3-3

CO2 reduction 
and energy effi-
ciency 
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* Category 3.9 is included in category 3.4

In	2022,	Festo	first	estimated	the	corporate	carbon	foot-
print (CCF) across all three Scopes in accordance with 
the Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol) for 2021. 
This initial calculation was carried out with the assis-
tance of an external management consultancy. 

The four categories 3.10 ‘Processing of the products 
sold’, 3.13 ‘Property, plant and equipment issued as a 
rental or lease’, 3.14 ‘Franchise’ and 3.15 ‘Investments’ 
were	identified	as	not	relevant	to	Festo’s	carbon foot-
print. These categories have therefore not been calcu-
lated and are greyed out accordingly in the graphic.  
The	calculation	is	based	on	the	different	possible	
approaches and meets the requirements of the GHG  
Protocol. The results can be found in the graphic.

With the exception of category 3.3 ‘Fuel- and energy-re-
lated emissions’, which only cover our headquarters and 
the production and logistics sites worldwide, the dia-
gram shows the emissions of the entire Festo Group, 
including all international local sales companies. 

3.1 Corporate carbon footprint (CCF) 

We are aware that it will be necessary to continuously 
develop the calculation methods and assumptions 
made.	Nevertheless,	this	first	corporate	carbon	footprint	
shows a clear result: more than 95 per cent of all emis-
sions are generated in category 3.11 ‘Use of the products 
sold’. 

As a partner to many industries for the automation of 
their processes, Festo brings high-quality, long-lasting, 
energy-consuming products to the market. Conse-
quently,	our	efforts	to	reduce	CO2 will focus on this cate-
gory (see Chapter 3.5). Other categories relevant in 
terms of their size are our purchased materials with 
about 360,000 tonnes (see Chapter 5.2) and the deliv-
ery and distribution processes with 150,000 tonnes (see 
Chapter 3.4). Festo will also look for ways of reducing 
CO2 emissions in the latter two categories.  
 GRI 302-1, GRI 302-2, GRI 302-4, GRI 302-5,  
 GRI 305-1, GRI 305-2, GRI 305-3, GRI 305-5
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    With the corporate carbon 
footprint across all relevant 
categories,	we	now	offer	trans-
parency. And the focus of our 
efforts	on	certain	areas,	such	
as the use of our products by 
the customer, becomes clear.

Rainer Seifert is head of the Corporate Responsibility 
department, which is responsible for preparing the 
GHG-compliant corporate carbon footprint. 

The insights gained across all three Scopes are a valua-
ble building block for the future derivation of CO2 reduc-
tion targets.

Rainer Seifert,
Head of Corporate Responsibility at Festo
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GRI 305-1: Direct greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1, t  CO2-eq)* 

GRI	302-1c:	final	energy	(electricity,	district	heating,	MWh)

Energy consumption in relation to sales (MWh/EUR millions)

GRI 305-2:  Indirect energy-related greenhouse gas emissions  
(Scope 2, t CO2-eq)

GRI 305-4: Greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1 and Scope 2)  
 in relation to turnover (t CO2-eq/EUR millions)
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3.2 Our locations 

Primary energy consumption and  
Scope 1 greenhouse gas emissions
Among the primary energy consumptions, we document 
the fuel oil and natural gas consumption caused by the 
operation of our buildings and, to a much lesser extent, 
some of our production processes. It also includes the 
fuel	consumption	of	the	vehicle	fleet,	which	is	predomi-
nantly leased. We report on the CO2 emissions caused by 
this in Scope 1.   GRI 302-1a

Our production processes do not cause direct emissions 
of other greenhouse gases (e.g. process emissions). The 
emissions of cooling agents from cooling and refrigera-
tion plants are negligible compared to CO2 emissions. 
They are therefore not reported on.

In 2022, the primary energy demand amounted to 
79,683 megawatt hours, down 8.1 per cent compared to 
the	previous	year.	This	is	due	to	opposing	effects.	Short-
term energy-saving measures in connection with the gas 
shortage	led	to	significantly	lower	consumption	at	the	
German locations. In addition, a milder winter not only 
resulted in lower consumption in Germany, but also at 
all European locations. In China, the primary energy 
demand rose sharply as production volumes grew again 
towards	the	end	of	the	pandemic,	partly	offsetting	the	
positive trend. 

Scope 1 emissions are essentially derived from primary 
energy consumption. Only a shift between the various 
energy sources such as fuel oil, natural gas, diesel and 
petrol	can	lead	to	slight	deviations.	The	influencing	fac-
tors are correspondingly identical with those of primary 
energy consumption. Scope 1 emissions are shown in 
the second diagram on the right and amounted to 16,563 
tonnes of CO2 equivalents in 2022.   GRI 305-1

Final energy consumption and Scope 2 emissions
Festo	obtains	its	final	energy	almost	exclusively	in	the	
form of electricity. Two locations are heated with district 
heating in an environmentally friendly manner. The asso-
ciated emissions are reported in Scope 2.   GRI 302-1c

Final energy demand amounted to 140,623 megawatt 
hours in 2022 and was roughly on a par with the previ-
ous	year.	Due	to	the	catch-up	effects	of	the	second	year	
of the pandemic, it was not possible to achieve any sig-
nificant	absolute	savings.	

By	contrast,	Scope	2	emissions	caused	by	final	energy	
demand	fell	by	a	further	five	per	cent	year-on-year	to	
31,744 tonnes of CO2 equivalents. This is due both to 
internal measures, in particular the expansion of 
in-house power generation with photovoltaic systems, 
as well as to external factors such as the general expan-
sion of renewable energy systems by our energy suppli-
ers.   GRI 305-2

Total Scope 1 and Scope 2 greenhouse gas emissions 
amounted to 48,307 tonnes of CO2 equivalents in 2022. 

The total energy demand in relation to turnover (primary 
and	final	energy)	fell	by	15	per	cent	compared	to	the	pre-
vious year to its lowest level ever of 57.8 megawatt 
hours/million euros. Turnover-related emissions of 
Scope 1 and 2 fell by 18 per cent compared to the previ-
ous year, also reaching the lowest level ever of 12.7 
tonnes of CO2 equivalents/million euros. As a result, 
energy requirements and greenhouse gas emissions are 
now decoupled from turnover. The much faster develop-
ment in emissions is due to the purchase of green elec-
tricity.  GRI 302-4, GRI 305-4, GRI 305-5

*	The	figures	for	2021	had	to	be	corrected	due	to	late	reports	from	the	plants.
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Guarantees of origin for electricity
For our locations in Germany, we have been reporting on 
the procurement of green electricity since 2021 and have 
set the corresponding Scope 2 emissions to zero. For the 
amount of electricity consumed by Festo, the electricity 
supplier acquires guarantees of origin issued for elec-
tricity from wind and hydropower plants in the European 
electricity network. This method makes it possible to 
take advantage of the ecological characteristics of elec-
tricity generation (zero emissions) without the electricity 
coming physically from the same power plant as the can-
celled guarantees of origin. The procedure is thus 
accepted by the Greenhouse Gas Protocol. 

From 2023, we will be purchasing green electricity in 
accordance with the system described for all interna-
tional production and logistics sites. The guarantees of 

origin will then also meet the requirements of the Euro-
pean green electricity label EKOenergy and the US green 
electricity label green-E. The availability of green elec-
tricity labels is still under review for the locations in 
China, India and Singapore. Once the current electricity 
supply contract expires, only EKOenergy-labelled guar-
antees of origin will be used for the German locations. 

In the medium term, we intend to further improve the 
ecological quality of green electricity and examine 
whether electricity and guarantees of origin can be pro-
cured together from 2027 onwards, i.e. acquired from 
the same plants, or whether ecological electricity supply 
contracts, so-called Power Purchase Agreements, can be 
concluded. Both options would provide a greater incen-
tive to expand electricity generation from renewable 
energies.

Expansion of in-house renewable power generation
In the reporting year, all areas suitable for installing photovoltaic (PV) systems at the production and logistics 
sites	were	identified,	evaluated	and	prioritised	in	accordance	with	their	yield	forecasts	and	profitability.	

At	the	locations	in	Bangalore	(India),	Jinan	and	Shanghai	(both	China),	Lupfig	(Switzerland)	and	Warsaw	
(Poland), PV systems with an installed capacity of 3,549 kilowatt peak (kWp) were constructed and commis-
sioned. The total PV capacity installed at Festo has thus been increased by 70 per cent and now amounts to 
8,398 kilowatt peak (kWp). In the reporting year, 5,498 megawatt hours of PV electricity were generated.

Energy controlling and saving
With the exception of three smaller plants, our locations are equipped with energy monitoring systems. 
These make it possible to monitor energy consumption, identify abnormally excessive consumption and its 
causes, and take corrective measures at short notice. Routines to monitor consumption during non-produc-
tion	periods	have	been	implemented	and	intervention	thresholds	have	been	defined.	

Festo Energy Saving Services:
Festo Energy Saving Services (FESS) analysed the compressed air systems of all production plants, from com-
pressed air generation and preparation to distribution and the use of compressed air. In addition, leakage 
detection was carried out in representative areas. Furthermore, the local maintenance departments were 
trained and enabled to independently conduct leakage detection in order to ensure this is carried out in the 
future.	The	optimisation	potentials	identified	by	FESS	are	being	implemented.	

Energy-efficient lighting
In addition, a further 18,100 square metres of production space were converted to energy-saving LED light-
ing.

Energy teams
Energy teams were set up at all production sites in 2022. Their task is to further develop energy controlling 
and to identify and implement both investment and behavioural measures in production and building opera-
tions. The energy teams drew up a list of measures with an investment volume of over 11 million euros. Of 
this total, 4.4 million euros will be invested in the current year, spread over 37 measures.

In 2022, the total output of our photovoltaic systems worldwide increased by 70 per cent.

Measures
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Scope 3.1

Scope 3.4
3.4 Transport and distribution

Pilot project for shifting from air to sea freight 
In	2021,	three	regionally	significant	delivery	locations	
were analysed to see how increasing inventories of 
high-volume products would enable the shift from air 
to sea freight (‘Air2Sea’) in order to reduce transport 
emissions. 

The results were only partially implemented in 2022 
due to supply chain disruptions. In a pilot project on the 
route between the delivery centres in Rohrbach and Ma-
son (Ohio, USA), 47.1 tonnes were transported by plane 
rather than by ship, thus avoiding around 400 tonnes of 
CO2 equivalents. 

Sea freight forwarding by rail at the Rohrbach location
In the case of imports by sea freight, the downstream 
transport of around 280 40-foot containers from the 
seaports to the CSC Rohrbach was shifted from road 
to rail. The associated emission reduction amounts to 
around 70 tonnes of CO2 equivalents. At the same time, 
heavy-duty	traffic,	harmful	nitrogen	oxide	and	particulate	
matter emissions and noise were avoided. 
 GR 305-3

3.3. Purchased goods and services 

In addition to the use of the products sold (Scope 3.11), 
the CO2 emissions along our supply chain are primarily 
influenced	by	the	goods	and	services	purchased	–	in	
particular the materials we use to manufacture our 
products. Reduction measures, transparency and the 
collection of primary data within our supply chain play a 
key role here. 

Initial activities for primary data collection were launched 
in 2022, with the aim of gradually expanding data 
transparency together with our suppliers. In addition, 
our	focus	is	on	material	efficiency	along	the	entire	value	
chain.  

As described in more detail in Chapter 5.3, this begins with 
product development by selecting the right material and 
using a material-saving product design. 

When selecting materials, we see materials with low 
specific	emissions	that	come	from	optimised	production	
routes or are based on sustainable raw materials as levers 
to reduce emissions. This is already being tested in individ-
ual projects such as a sustainable pneumatic cylinder con-
cept. In addition, recycling concepts in the production of 
materials such as aluminium and optimised supply chains 
have already prevented CO2 emissions.
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Scope 3.11

Filter

Specific catalogues

Remove	all	filters

Sustainability

3.5 Use of products sold

Back	in	2020,	a	field	of	action	was	anchored	in	our	cor-
porate strategy, the aim of which is to reduce the carbon 
footprint of Festo, our products and their impact on cus-
tomers. To this end, an interdisciplinary team from all 
business areas was commissioned, which has since 
been driving forward company-wide activities to reduce 
CO2 emissions. In this context, a special focus is placed 
on reducing CO2 emissions through the use of our prod-
ucts. 

Machine and plant manufacturers can implement auto-
mated tasks with the help of pneumatic and electrical 
automation solutions available to them. The decision to 
opt for drive technology is directly linked to environmen-
tal	effects	during	the	usage	phase.	Essentially,	criteria	
such	as	dynamics,	force,	adjustability,	load	stiffness	
and,	above	all,	profitability	play	an	important	role	in	the	
decision-making process. In many cases, a sensible com-
bination of both technologies can prove to be the opti-
mal solution.

CO2 transparency and advice on the energy-optimised 
use of Festo components 
The	environmental	effects	in	the	usage	phase	vary	with	
the application and must always be considered on an 
application-specific	basis.	Festo	creates	the	necessary	
transparency with engineering tools such as ‘Pneumatic 
Sizing’ and ‘CO2 & TCO Guide’.

These tools show the energy consumption and the asso-
ciated CO2 emissions (product carbon footprint during 
use) of the product, thus enabling a machine or plant to 
be designed optimally by factoring in CO2 and energy. 

In addition to these tools, we share our knowledge with 
our customers through the following consultancy and 
other services:
– Workshops to raise awareness among employees
–  Calculations of the total cost of ownership (TCO) to 

compare pneumatic and electric drive systems 
–  Energy	efficiency	analyses	of	production	plants	with	

our Festo Energy Saving Services
 GRI 302-5, 305-3

Shopping basket for CO2 reduction and energy effi-
ciency
In addition to the engineering tools, our ‘Sustainability 
in automation’ website now also features selected prod-
ucts whose properties and functionality help reduce CO2 
emissions. This product selection can also be found in 
our	online	shop	via	the	filter	‘Specific	Catalogues	>	Sus-
tainability’.

Continuous expansion of the shopping basket
The shopping basket includes the further expanded 
MSE6-C2 M	energy-efficiency	module,	which	saves	up	to	
70 per cent in energy and CO2 emissions. Thanks to 
advanced	fieldbus	technologies,	the	module	can	be	ide-
ally integrated into the system environment. Software 
libraries	enable	simplified	parameterisation.

In	combination	with	the	AI	software	solution	Festo	AX,	
measured	values	such	as	pressure	and	flow	can	be	used	
for predictive energy management. AI-based monitoring 
enables ideal maintenance intervals and optimised 
energy consumption, which saves costs and reduces CO2 
emissions. Automated leak detection results in savings 
of up to 70 per cent.

Continuous development of the sustainability shopping 
basket is an integral part of our product strategy.

  For more information on our products and services 
relating to sustainability, CO2 reduction and energy 
efficiency,	please	visit:

 www.festo.com/energyefficiency

At Festo, we are committed to climate protection and are therefore 
focussed on reducing our carbon footprint in particular. On the one 
hand,	this	affects	our	direct	carbon footprint but, most importantly, the 
reduction resulting through the use of our products. This makes up the 
majority of Festo’s CCF. The special feature here is that our products, as 
individual	components,	only	have	an	energy-consuming	effect	when	they	
are used in the machine or the system. This is always customised and 
depends on many parameters.

Product shopping basket for CO2	reduction	in	our	online	shop	via	the	‘Sustainability’	filter.

Weight-reduced products

Products with energy-saving functions

ADNS DSNU-S DRVS

VTEM OVEM MSE6-C2M
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GRI	302-5:		Cumulative	identified	savings	potential	through	the	use	of	
Festo Energy Saving Services by our customers (t CO2)

Festo Energy Saving Services:
Our mission of achieving CO2 neutral factories for our 
customers requires cross-company solutions for industry 
that go far beyond our own product portfolio. The big-
gest leverage that Festo currently has as a component 
supplier with regard to climate protection is the reduc-
tion	of	Scope	3	emissions	–	specifically	when	customers	
use the products sold (see diagram in Chapter 3.1). 

This requires specialists with the expertise to optimise 
the entire pneumatic system. Festo Energy Saving Ser-
vices, a customised service programme in accordance 
with	DIN	EN	ISO	11011	(Compressed	Air	Energy	Efficiency	
Audit), are based on this holistic approach. This serves 
to identify and best exploit compressed air savings 
potential at the customer’s premises, which also opti-
mises their entire energy management system in accord-
ance with DIN EN ISO 50001. 

Documented savings potential 
The focus is on the Festo Compressed Air Energy Effi-
ciency Audit, which is available around the globe and is 
carried out by our specialised auditors. In 2022, 412 pro-
jects were carried out worldwide with a calculated CO2 
savings potential totalling 17,672 tonnes. 

This amount is comprised of the leakages determined by 
means of concrete leakage detection and the total 
potential savings estimated by the Compressed Air 
Energy Efficiency Audit for the first time. Since 2012, we 
have been able to demonstrate CO2 savings of 68,140 
tonnes in our customer projects. 
 GRI 302-5 

Festo Compressed Air Energy Efficiency Audit 
With the audit, the customer can immediately detect 
weak	points	and	know	which	measures	will	pay	off	for	
their compressed air system. Our auditors examine both 
the compressed air generation (1) and the compressed 
air preparation and quality (2), as well as the com-
pressed air network (3). They also carry out exemplary 
leakage detection on selected pneumatic systems, 
investigate	potential	savings	and	check	pneumatic	effi-
ciency	(4).	To	round	off	the	audit	offer,	a	concept	for	a	
monitoring system can be created for the client as 
required (5). 

Finally, a detailed report is produced with precise docu-
mentation of the data and priority-weighted recommen-
dations for action to optimise compressed air energy 
efficiency	and	its	savings	potential.	The	documentation	
also includes the CO2 emission values of the compressed 
air system that many companies require for inclusion in 
their sustainability report, for example in accordance 
with GRI or GHG, and that they use in their climate strat-
egies.

Festo sustainability review of pneumatics
As part of the new ‘Sustainability Test of Pneumatics’, 
pneumatic applications on existing systems are sub-
jected to a deep dive. In addition to the complete detec-
tion of leaks in a production plant, relevant pneumatic 
applications	are	examined	for	their	energy	efficiency	and	
sustainability	and	specific	improvement	measures	are	
proposed and implemented. 

For	our	customers,	this	almost	always	means	signifi-
cantly reduced compressed air and energy consumption, 
as well as increased system availability and a longer ser-
vice life of the installed components, as they are better 
adapted to the respective operating conditions. The 
environment	benefits	not	only	from	lower	energy	con-
sumption, but also from the avoidance of unnecessary 
waste.

Festo Energy Saving Services portal 
The web-based Festo Energy Saving Services portal, 
which was launched worldwide in 2021, and the associ-
ated app, form the basis for online documentation and 
tracking of the results of Festo Compressed Air Energy 
Efficiency	Audits.	This	digital	solution	is	an	important	
step towards faster implementation of compressed air 
energy	efficiency	measures	and	monitoring	them	in	real	
time. The faster optimisation measures, such as the 
reduction of pressure drops or the elimination of located 
leaks, are initiated by the customer, the more CO2 emis-
sions and compressed air costs can be saved in total.

 Directly to the portal:  
 energysavingservices.festo.com

Savings potential of the holistic approach from compressor to application.

Compr
essed	

Air	Ene
rgy	Effi

ciency
	Audit
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Technical  
education
Megatrends such as climate change and digitalisation 
influence	many	areas	of	life.	As	a	result,	technical	 
education and training are also changing. It is essen-
tial for sustainable development and paving the way to 
a more sustainable future because technical education 
and training teaches skills and competencies to 
approach challenges in a solution-oriented manner 
and to shape the future in the interest of future gener-
ations. Festo Didactic makes an important contribution 
to	the	technical	qualification	of	future	generations	and	
current employees with its comprehensive range of 
training courses and worldwide projects and partner-
ships.   GRI 3-3



Festo Learning Experience (Festo LX)
With the digital learning portal Festo Learning Experi-
ence	(Festo	LX),	Festo	Didactic	offers	a	holistic	approach	
to technical education and training. The focus is on the 
needs of learners and teachers, because learning is as 
individual as people themselves. 

On	Festo	LX,	we	offer	a	wide	range	of	didactically	pre-
pared learning content for many technical areas, from 
pneumatics, hydraulics, STEM to Industry 4.0. Industry 
expertise combined with the didactic know-how of Festo 
Didactic create unique learning experiences. All content 
is	available	regardless	of	time	and	place.	Festo	LX	is	
based on a micro-learning approach with multimedia 
learning nuggets. These small learning units can be 
edited modularly and combined into individual learning 
paths.	With	the	help	of	the	integrated	LX	Creator,	teach-
ers can easily create their own learning nuggets with 
existing learning content. 

4.1 Digital Learning

Digitalisation is not only changing the skills required as part of technical 
education and training, but also how they are learned. Digital learning  
portals are ideal for this, as learning content can easily be provided. Our 
aim is to ensure inclusive, equal and high-quality education and also to 
promote	lifelong	learning.	Learning	solutions	should	be	affordable	in	order	
to create equal access. 

The physical learning systems and simulations from 
Festo Didactic are integrated into the learning portal, so 
that theoretically learned knowledge can be tested 
directly	in	practice.	With	Festo	LX,	you	can	secure	the	
employability of your employees and learners in the 
high-tech industry of today and tomorrow.

At present, there are over 650 customers worldwide with 
more	than	40,000	users	who	use	Festo	LX	for	their	tech-
nical education and training. Last year, the number of 
apprentices worldwide was 21,000. There are currently 
over	600	courses	in	Festo	LX	with	a	duration	of	3,300	
hours. In the coming years, our aim is to increase both 
the	number	of	users	and	the	learning	content	offered	on	
Festo	LX	in	order	to	ensure	access	to	high-quality	train-
ing in technical professions and to promote lifelong 
learning.

Digital	education	with	Festo	LX:	over	40,000	learners	worldwide

To the digital learning portal for  
teachers and learners: lx.festo.com 
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4.2 Learning through competitions

WorldSkills Competition 2022 Special Edition 
The world championship of skills was held in 2022 under 
special conditions. In preparation for the participants, 
Festo organised several international hybrid training 
camps for Mechatronics, Water Technology and Industry 
4.0. The teams had to prove themselves in online com-
petitions and solve hands-on tasks on-site in the various 
countries. Due to the coronavirus situation in China, the 
WorldSkills competitions were initially postponed by one 
year, but ultimately the staging in Shanghai was can-
celled altogether. 

WorldSkills has therefore launched a ‘Special Edition’ 
in 15 member states. WorldSkills Germany hosted three 
competitions of the disciplines sponsored by Festo in 
Stuttgart at the MOTEK trade fair. Industry 4.0 was intro-
duced	as	an	official	discipline	for	the	first	time.	The	par-
ticipants were impressed by the face-to-face event and 
the personal encounters between participants, experts 
and trainers from all over the world.

Long-standing partnership with WorldSkills
Festo has been the Global Industry Partner of the inter-
national umbrella organisation WorldSkills since 1991. 
Together, we are committed to vocational training. Festo 
provides the material for six skills in the form of learning 
systems, components and software. These are the com-
petition skills Mechatronics, Industry 4.0, Water Tech-
nology, Renewable Energy, Industrial Mechanics and 
Industrial Control.

WorldSkills Africa Swakopmund 2022 
In	March 2022,	Festo	was	a	partner	of	WorldSkills	Africa	
and a sponsor of the Mechatronics and Water Technol-
ogy skills. 

Our commitment also includes providing access to edu-
cation in countries that are in a development phase. 
Young skilled workers should be trained to use local 
industry for local economic development. The skill of 
Water Technology is of great importance in Africa, where 
countless people are exposed to water shortages due to 
climate change.

Many companies lack skilled workers. Professional competitions are  
a great way to get young people excited about technical topics and 
careers. This allows them to develop their skills and demonstrate their 
talent.	The	qualification	of	young	people	helps	to	reduce	the	shortage	of	
skilled workers. This is why Festo supports competitions and educa-
tional events around the world.

Sustainable careers in competitions 
WorldSkills	picks	up	on	current	trends	from	the	fields	of	
society, business and technology and depicts them in 
new skills and topics. This is why a new skill was created 
this year: ‘Renewable Energy’. This involves generating 
energy from renewable sources such as solar and wind. 
Participants have to solve tasks on photovoltaic systems 
and on a learning system for wind energy. 

For	the	latter,	Festo	is	the	official	supplier	and	makes	
the Nacelle learning system for wind power generation 
available	to	the	competition.	It	was	used	for	the	first	
time in Japan for the ‘WorldSkills Special Edition’. Only 
through the cooperation of WorldSkills, members, part-
ners and sponsors can new disciplines be brought to life. 
Festo	is	actively	committed	to	promoting	job	profiles	of	
the future in order to counteract the current shortage of 
skilled workers.

WorldSkills Africa Swakopmund 2022 in Namibia:  
fantastic team spirit in the battle for medals

Learn how to use wind energy Photo: WorldSkills

Opening ceremony of the Special Edition 2022 in Stuttgart, Germany Photo: WorldSkills
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Dr Oliver Niese is a Member of the Management Board of 
Festo Didactic SE and Head of Digital Business at Festo 
SE & Co. KG. As the world’s leading provider of technical 
education and training solutions, Festo Didactic ensures 
the employability and productivity of our customers. 

Learning environments for education and industry unlock 
the best learning potential of learners by combining 
online learning content and physical learning systems. As 
an integral part of the Festo Group, the interplay 
between automation and education is unique. 

Dr Oliver Niese 
Member of the Management Board of Festo Didactic SE and Head of Digital 
Business at Festo SE & Co. KG

    The funding of the competitions in 
Germany by the Federal Ministry of 
Education and Research underlines 
the importance of vocational training 
in times of skill shortages. As a Global 
Industry Partner of WorldSkills Inter-
national, Festo has been committed to 
developing young people’s skills for 
more than 30 years.    
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Increasing the share of wind energy in the global energy mix plays an 
important role in the decarbonisation of the planet. The return on invest-
ment in wind farms depends largely on the availability of a skilled work-
force capable of installing, operating, repairing, and optimizing wind tur-
bines,	making	wind	turbine	technicians	a	key	job	profile	in	the	wind	
energy industry.

Technical schools need to ramp up their programs to 
provide	the	wind	energy	industry	with	graduates	in	suffi-
cient quantity and quality to accelerate the transition to 
renewable energy. This is where Festo contributes. 

Training excellence in the wind power industry
In December 2022, BZEE (Training Centre for Rene-
wable Energy) and Festo Didactic renewed their long-
standing	collaboration	to	offer	guidance	and	learning	
resources to support training providers in the pre-
paration of skilled wind turbine technicians. Festo 
Didactic	is	now	an	official	industry	partner	of	the	BZEE	
as a recommended provider of technical education 
learning solutions.

The cooperation agreement between the BZEE and Festo 
Didactic provides their respective customers – technical 
schools and training centers – with an easy access to 
industry and didactic experts able to support the crea-
tion or expansion of training programs and facilities. 

The result of a learning concept based on the comple-
mentary expertise of BZEE and Festo Didactic is a com-
prehensive training aligned to professional require-
ments. This will enable learners to onboard the wind 
industry	quickly	and	efficiently.	

As	a	non-profit	organization,	BZEE	develops	best-prac-
tice vocational training standards for training excellence 
in wind energy and turnkey solutions for training provid-
ers. It delivers training through a global network of 
licensed partners – the BZEE Network. Alignment of the 
contents of vocational training standards and courses to 
industry requirements is validated by the advisory board 
of	the	non-profit	BZEE	Association.

Learning solutions that develop relevant skills
Festo	Didactic	provides	a	comprehensive	offering	to	
develop skills in key technical areas such as the funda-
mentals of wind technology, hydraulics, mechanics and 
electrical engineering. In particular, its fully interactive, 
scaled-down commercial wind turbine prepares learners 
for real-world operation, troubleshooting and mainte-
nance, as well as connection to the power grid, in a safe, 
hands-on environment. Therefore, practical experimen-
tation related to many topics covered in the BZEE curric-
ulum for wind turbine technicians can be performed on 
training equipment. Courses on the digital portal Festo 
LX	guide	learners	through	study	and	practical	exercises.	

Visit the web page dedicated to learning 
solutions for future wind turbine technicians: 
www.festo.com/windenergy

4.3 Training for sustainable occupations
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4.4	Bionics	and	STEM	offerings	 
for secondary education

Our aim is to spark children and young people’s enthusiasm for science 
and technology (STEM). This creates the basis for technological excel-
lence at a young age. Bionics arouses curiosity and interest – that is the 
motor for learning. This is why Festo Didactic launched the STEM training 
concept ‘Bionics4Education’ in 2019. It includes numerous initiatives to 
teach children and young people about STEM topics. Some examples 
from 2022:

‘Schwimm Dich schlau’ (Swim yourself clever) (Munich, Germany):	For	the	first	time,	Festo	Didactic	tested	a	
STEM movement-based learning concept with pupils at the Olympic Centre in Munich. The concept for experi-
ence-oriented learning using Bionics4Education was developed together with Innovationsmanufaktur in 
Munich and carried out in the Olympic swimming hall under the supervision of sports scientists from the Tech-
nical University of Munich. A total of 20 pupils from Esslingen, Munich and Kempten took part. 

‘Young Maker’ programme (Esslingen-Berkheim, Germany): The ‘Young Maker’ programme aims to give pre-
school children the opportunity to experience technology up-close. Various age-appropriate stations present 
topics such as bionics, programming, 3D printing and assembly. The equipment from Bionics4Education was 
also	used.	The	event	took	place	for	the	first	time	in	the	Festo	vocational	education	at	the	Berkheim	location	and	
is set to be expanded further in the future. 

Winner of the ‘Bildungspartnerschaften digital 2022’ (educational partnerships, digital, 2022) school com-
petition (Stuttgart, Germany):	Since	2021,	the	Neues	Gymnasium	Leibniz	school	in	Stuttgart	has	offered	a	
weekly working group on career orientation. The collaboration is entitled ‘Bionik, Informatik und Robotik – ein 
spielerischer Zugang zur Wirtschaft 4.0’ (bionics, computer science and robotics – a playful approach to Econ-
omy 4.0) and is meant to give the pupils an action- and production-oriented approach to future-proof skills. In 
2022, the Neues Gymnasium Leibniz and Festo Didactic won the ‘Bildungspartnerschaften digital 2022’ school 
competition.	The	award	ceremony	took	place	digitally	under	the	patronage	of	Dr	Nicole	Hoffmeister-Kraut,	
Baden-Württemberg’s	Minister	for	Economic	Affairs.	The	school	received	a	prize	of	5,000	euros	to	implement	
the project. Amongst other things, bionics kits were purchased. 

Bringing scrum and bionics to the classroom (Filderstadt and Stuttgart, Germany): Thanks to the scrum agile 
learning method, Festo Didactic and a partner bring the topic of bionics to the classroom with the help of excit-
ing STEM questions. This allows pupils to experience the working world of tomorrow at school today. A total of 
25	pupils	at	Dietrich	Bonhoeffer	Gymnasium	in	Filderstadt	and	ten	pupils	at	Neues	Gymnasium	Leibniz	in	Stutt-
gart were able to try out the didactic concept. The classic lessons in science and technology or course work 
were interrupted for a few weeks and implemented through a project-based approach. The pupils got to know 
digital media and industrial topics with regard to future requirements in terms of the sustainable use of the 
environment. They were also taught the need for green and joined-up thinking. In addition, the Scrum4Schools 
approach helps pupils to start thinking about career choice. 

Eighth-graders’ Festo Camp 2022 (Wisconsin, USA):	Together	with	the	National	Coalition	of	Certification	
Center (NC3), Festo Didactic US conducted a STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Maths) camp for pupils 
at KTEC High School in Kenosha. NC3 is a partner of industry and educational institutions to develop and imple-
ment	industry-approved	certifications	with	strict	validation	and	evaluation	standards.	Festo	STEM	equipment	
was used, amongst other things. 

Technasium Festival (Bunnik, Netherlands): Festo Netherlands took part in a technology festival for school-
children	with	workshops	on	the	robotic	fish,	Bionic	Fish.	Participants	were	offered	a	wide	range	of	STEM	activi-
ties, including a hackathon spanning several days.

Wissensfabrik (knowledge factory, Germany): Festo Didactic is also a member of the Wissensfabrik, which is a 
strong network in the German economy. In total, around 130 companies and business-related foundations are 
involved in educational institutions, in order, amongst other things, to support children and young people in 
the	STEM	fields.	As	a	result	of	its	membership,	Festo	Didactic	has	14	active	educational	partnerships	with	KiTec	
(Kinder entdecken Technik – children discover technology), and has thereby reached 140 teachers.

You	can	find	further	information	and	tea-
ching materials at www.stem.festo.com.
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Environment, 
resource and 
material effi-
ciency
Resource	efficiency	not	only	reduces	material	and	energy	
consumption. The responsible use of raw materials also 
protects the environment and the climate. For industry, 
this means taking on holistic responsibility. That’s why 
we look at a variety of topics, starting with the careful 
use of resources and materials at our production sites 
and water and wastewater management. Even in the 
early stages of product development, our focus is on sav-
ing materials, using materials that are as low as possible 
in CO2 and contributing to a circular economy. Last but 
not least, we are pursuing an ecological packaging con-
cept.   GRI 3-3



 

2020 2021* 2022

Non-hazardous recycling 8,003 t 10,381 t 10,500 t

Non-hazardous disposal 331 t 490 t 422 t

Dangerous recycling 1,541 t 1,893 t 1,712 t

Dangerous disposal 437 t 339 t 311 t

*	The	figures	for	2021	had	to	be	corrected	due	to	late	reports	from	the	plants.
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 Non-hazardous recycling  Non-hazardous disposal  Dangerous recycling  Dangerous disposal

Total 

8,334 t

Total 

1,978 t

Total 

10,871 t*
Total 

10,992 t

Total 

2,232 t Total 

2,023t

2020

Non-hazardous and hazardous waste 
according to disposal method 
GRI 306-2

Environmental compliance
Festo has not committed any serious infringements of 
environ	mental	law.	However,	small	fines	for	breaches	of	
regulations (for example in the transport of dangerous 
goods) cannot be ruled out. Non-sanctioned, short-term 
exceedances of wastewater and emission limit values 
may occur. Appropriate countermeasures are always 
taken. Wherever there are reporting obligations to the 
authorities in connection with exceedances, these are 
carried out.   GRI 307-1 

Waste indicators and transport of waste
Operation of production plants and buildings is always 
associated with the generation of waste. For this reason, 
for many years, we have been striving at all our locations 
to avoid waste or, if this is not possible, to recycle. The 
legal regulations applicable at the respective location 
are always fundamental for us.

Over the last four years, our locations have produced an 
average of around 12,229 tonnes of waste per year 
worldwide. Compared to 2021, the volume of waste 
decreased by 1.21 per cent in 2022. Around 84 per cent 
was non-hazardous waste and around 16 per cent was 
hazardous waste. The recycling rate across all waste cat-
egories is over 92 per cent.   GRI 306-2 

This high level was achieved through a large number of 
group-wide and local measures, such as returnable 
packaging, low-waste production methods, separate and 
process-related waste collection, and ongoing measures 
to promote environmental awareness among the work-
force.

We collect waste at all locations and make it available 
for collection. The few types of waste that cannot be 
recycled, thermally recycled, composted or incinerated 
are	deposited	in	landfills	at	local	waste	disposal	facili-
ties.	Our	waste	is	disposed	of	exclusively	by	qualified	
waste disposal companies. We do not export or import 
waste.   GRI 306-4

5.1 Our locations
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2020 2021

Total wastewater 

160,610 m3

Total water intake 

246,509 m3

2022

Total water intake 

308,570 m3
Total water intake 

303,269 m3*

Total wastewater 

228,843 m3* Total wastewater 

216,992 m3

 Production wastewater  Sanitary wastewater  Indoor air conditioning  Other    Groundwater   Public water distribution   

2020 2021* 2022
Waste water discharge by quality and place of discharge  

GRI 303-1, GRI 303-3,GRI 306-1
Production wastewater 46,645m3 80,895m3 75,329m3

Sanitary wastewater 88,076m3 110,445m3 103,682m3

Indoor air conditioning 17,296m3 19,763m3 20,862m3

Other 8,593m3 17,740m3 17,119m3

Water withdrawal by source: public water distribution and  
groundwater intake GRI 303-1, GRI 303-5
Groundwater 5,764m3 3,969 m3 6,946m3

Public water intake 240,745m3 299,300m3 301,624 m3

Wastewater discharge and water intake

Water consumption
The Festo Group’s water consumption in 2022 amounted 
to 308,570 cubic metres, which is on a par with the pre-
vious year. With 33 per cent and 29 per cent of total 
water consumption, sanitary facilities and production 
accounted for by far the largest share of total water con-
sumption. The remainder is accounted for by cooling 
with evaporative cooling systems (21 per cent) and some 
subordinate processes such as the irrigation of green 
areas and canteen operation. 

The weighting between uses changed compared to the 
previous year. While there were savings in production, 
consumption in the other areas increased mainly due to 
the warm weather in Europe and the renewed increase in 
the number of employees at work.  GRI 303-5 

Measures are being implemented in all areas to continu-
ously reduce consumption. Our own buildings are 
equipped	with	water-saving	fittings	throughout.	Wher-
ever possible, we optimise the production processes 
that generate wastewater and reuse the wastewater for 
other purposes. 

In 2021, an evaporative cooling system was replaced 
with a hybrid cooler with minimal water consumption as 
part of the conversion of the cooling provision at the 
company headquarters. This saves between 3,000 and 
4,000 cubic metres of water every year. No further sig-
nificant	water-saving	measures	were	identified	and	
implemented in the current reporting year.

The illustration on the right shows the water intake by 
source over the years 2020 to 2022. Approximately 98 
per cent of the water consumption is covered by the 
public water distribution. Just over 2 per cent of our 
water consumption come from our own groundwater 
wells, which are used exclusively to irrigate the green 
areas.  GRI 303-1, GRI 303-3

Wastewater
Polluted wastewater is discharged exclusively into the 
public sewer system. Our production wastewater is 
treated	for	process-specific	pollutants	before	it	is	dis-
charged. We hold the necessary permits for all treatment 
plants and monitor the treatment and pollutant parame-
ters. With the exception of unpolluted rainwater, we do 
not discharge any wastewater into natural waters or 
groundwater. 

The illustration on the right shows the wastewater dis-
charge by quality and discharge location over the years 
2020 to 2022. The development and distribution across 
the categories is explained by the type of water use 
described above. 
 303-1, GRI 303-4, GRI 306-1, GRI 306-5

* In the Sustainability Report 2021, the values for the categories values for production and sanitary wastewater were incorrectly assigned. 
		 The	value	for	sanitary	wastewater	in	2021	was	corrected	due	to	a	subsequent	notification	by	a	plant.
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Sustainability, from global to local   
The commitment of Festo towards sustainability is also 
mirrored in local companies, like at Festo Didactic Ltd, lo-
cated in the Canadian province of Québec. In 2022 Festo 
Didactic Ltd was awarded the ECORESPONSIBLETM - Level 
2.	Performance	certification	that	acknowledges	its	efforts	
to minimize impact on the environment and implement 
sustainable practices throughout its operations.

Festo Didactic Ltd designs and manufactures several 
learning solutions, particularly in the areas of electrical 
engineering, process automation, and industrial trades. 
The company is committed to operating its facilities 
(plant	and	administrative	offices)	in	an	environmentally	
responsible manner. 

The	certification	process	began	in	2020,	when	Festo	
Didactic Ltd embarked on a structured, step-by-step ap-
proach to integrate sustainability into its organizational 
culture by involving all internal and external stakehold-
ers. A sustainable development strategy, an action plan 
operationalization system, and a reporting process were 
developed.  

The approach is based on internationally recognized 
standards for corporate social responsibility and sustain-
able development management, such as ISO 26000, the 
BNQ 21000 guide and the Global Reporting Initiative's 
guidelines for reporting. The company’s initiative aligns 
with the 16 principles of the Quebec Sustainable Devel-
opment Act and the 17 sustainable development goals of 
the United Nations. 

The company also adopted a Sustainable Development 
Charter that guides its daily actions. Innovative solutions 
were evaluated and implemented to reduce its environ-
mental footprint, ensure the well-being of its employees 
and increase the resilience of its value chain. Future 
developments include the implementation of an ISO 
140001	certified	environmental	management	system,	
a skills development plan, and an energy optimization 
project to continuously reduce environmental impact and 
improve sustainable practices.

In 2022, our packaging concept was continuously further 
developed and optimised. The following improvements 
were achieved, amongst others:
At	the	Rohrbach	plant,	the	bag	size	for	fittings	on	the	
existing packaging installation was reduced from a size 
of 150 × 120 millimetres to a size of 150 × 90 millimetres. 
This saves around 4.5 tonnes of polyethylene per year.

In	our	largest	distribution	centre,	air	cushion	film	has	
been replaced by paper cushioning. This change reduces 
annual plastic consumption by around 7 tonnes.
 
Festo strives to achieve the highest possible proportion 
of packaging made from renewable materials such as 
wood, paper, cardboard and corrugated cardboard. In 
2022, our largest distribution centre accounted for over 
97 per cent of the weight of all packaging materials.

In addition, we aim to limit the proportion of packaging 
in our shipping volume. This amounted to a good 23 per 
cent – also for Germany – in 2022. The values are also 
on the same level internationally.   GRI 301-1

Wherever	possible,	we	try	to	find	sustainable	packaging	
solutions. Individual cases of customer complaints are 
usually due to an automated packaging installation with 
limited standard sizes.

Internally, one of our goals is to reuse the packaging we 
receive. We can measure this percentage in our plants in 
China – the reuse rate there is more than 80 per cent.

Packaging is necessary to protect high-value products during their stor-
age	and	transport.	Finding	the	balance	between	sufficient	protection,	
limiting packaging costs and the environmental compatibility of the 
packaging concept is a complex task.  

5.2 Packaging

Awarded Level 2. ECORESPONSIBLETM	performance	certification:	Festo	Didactic	Ltd	in	the	Canadian	province	of	Quebec.
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5.3 Use of materials in our products

Product examples with weight reduction compared to:

-50% -48%
PredecessorISO STANDARD

DSNU-S
round cylinder

ADN-S
compact cylinder

DHPC
parallel gripper

DPDM
compact cylinder

DRVS
semi-rotary drive

-37% -27% -25% -20%

DRRD
semi-rotary drive

The product carbon footprint (PCF) balances all greenhouse gas emis-
sions that occur during a product’s life cycle. The PCF describes the 
manufacturing phase of the product from ‘cradle to gate’. It is used to 
account for all relevant emissions from material, energy and transport 
associated with the manufacturing of the product. The usage phase 
must always be evaluated depending on the application. The PCF of the 
usage phase is already communicated via our engineering tools (see 
Chapter 3.5).

The application note can be downloaded 
from our website:  
www.festo.com/material-compliance

CO2 avoidance thanks to optimum service life
In order to exploit the CO2 emissions generated during 
the manufacture of the Festo components as efficiently 
as possible, instructions and descriptions provide advice 
on possible misuse, information on maintenance, clean-
ing, care and disposal. In addition, instructional videos 
clearly explain how wear parts can be replaced inde-
pendently, for example, and also help to extend the ser-
vice life of our products.  GRI 417-1 

Avoidance of critical ingredients
In addition to protecting human health, the recycling of 
materials requires that they do not contain any pollut-
ants that prevent the production of high-quality second-
ary raw materials. 

The use of critical ingredients is therefore regulated by 
numerous legal requirements, such as EU Directive 
2011/65/EU (RoHS 2), the EU Regulation 2019/1021 
(POPs), the EU Regulation 1907/2006 (REACH), the 

Since mid-2022, we have implemented an evaluation 
logic at Festo in accordance with applicable standards. 
To	this	end,	we	have	defined	a	uniform	procedure	
together with the network with respect to the VDMA and 
the ZVEI (for example, with the VDMA standard sheet for 
calculating the PCF).

CO2 saving product design 
 In addition to the optimal use phase (see Chapter 3.5), 
the PCFs of our products are shaped by the manufactur-
ing process and the material used. Development princi-
ples such as material-saving product design reduce PCF 

associated mandatory entries in the SCIP database, the 
requirements of the EC Packaging Directive 94/62/EC 
and the requirements of the EC Battery Directive 
2006/66/EC. 

All regulations and directives aim to ensure that critical 
ingredients are not present in a material at a concentra-
tion level above the permitted limit.

In 2022, Festo continued its project to test and approve 
aluminium alloys with a lead content of less than 0.1% 
by weight. In addition, Festo has provided its customers 
with a so-called Application Note, which contains com-
prehensive information on the use of critical materials in 
our components.  GRI 416-1

in manufacturing. This is an established development 
principle	at	Festo	and	is	already	reflected	in	some	prod-
ucts; see diagram.

CO2 saving materials
Material-saving product design combined with the use of 
low	specific	emission	materials	increases	this	‘CO2 sav-
ing	effect.’	To	this	end,	measures	have	been	under	way	
since mid-2022 to evaluate and implement ‘CO2 saving’ 
preferred materials, which are already being tested by 
means of a sustainable pneumatic cylinder.
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    Material	efficiency	starts	
with product design and means 
using the right material, in the 
right amount, in the right place 
with a balanced relationship of 
quality, cost, availability and 
sustainability.

Julia Bikidis has been a project manager for CO2 reduc-
tion in Festo’s product portfolio since mid-2022. A major 
focus	here	is	the	material	efficiency	of	our	products.	We	
consider these in a multidimensional way: We use light-
weight construction principles to reduce the amount of 
material used for product manufacturing. 

Julia Bikidis,
CO2	reduction project manager at Festo

By recycling residual materials, we make better use of 
the amount of material used. A targeted selection of 
materials from optimised supply chains or from sustaina-
ble raw materials, taking into account quality, cost and 
availability,	also	increases	material	efficiency.
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51% aluminium

22% plastics

13% stainless steel

9% steel

3% zinc

2% brass

57.4% aluminium

18.8% plastics

10.8% stainless steel

8.6% steel

2.7% zinc

1.8% brass

54.8% aluminium

19.2% plastics

13.7% stainless steel

8.0% steel

2.2% zinc

2.1% brass

GRI 301-1: Distribution of the purchasing volume by materials 

20222020 2021

The CO2 emissions during the production of individual 
materials	differ	considerably.	Besides	aluminium,	pur-
chased electronic components and non-production 
materials have the greatest impact. Preliminary calcula-
tions show a total amount in 2022 of 341,567 tonnes of 
CO2 equivalents, which were generated during the pro-
duction of purchased materials and the use of services. 
In contrast to the previous year, the volume of emissions 
decreased slightly while purchasing volumes remained 
roughly the same (2021: 359,171 tonnes), due to 
improved quality of data, particularly in the area of 
non-production materials. The material-related CO2 
emissions will be included in the calculation of the PCF.

Use of aluminium
The environmental impact of primary aluminium is signif-
icantly higher than that of remelted secondary alumin-
ium. Since 2019, we have been recording the proportion 
of secondary aluminium in our internationally procured 

aluminium volume in order to be able to identify positive 
or negative developments. 

The high proportion of secondary materials at 78 per 
cent was able be upheld with a slight decline in procure-
ment volumes in 2022 (2022: 17,251 tonnes, 2021: 
18,275 tonnes). In 2022, we succeeded in determining 
the CO2e	footprint	of	aluminium	cast	parts	for	the	first	
time	on	an	alloy-	and	country-specific	basis.	As	a	result,	
the	associated	emissions	have	increased	significantly,	
so that a total of 90,815 tonnes were emitted from alu-
minium (2021: 69,393 tonnes). 

As aluminium is our most important raw material, we are 
working to keep this raw material in circulation. Options 
for reprocessing aluminium briquettes at our Hungarian 
plant and for procuring aluminium produced with renew-
able energy are currently being examined. 
 GRI 301-2

Sustainable procurement 
Festo’s purchasing structure is characterised by the pro-
curement	of	semi-finished	products,	components	and	
finished	parts.	Aluminium,	(stainless)	steel	and	plastics	
are amongst the most important materials.

The products purchased by Festo have an ecological 
effect	on	several	levels.	In	addition	to	the	finite	nature	of	
resources, the consequences of raw material extraction 
and the resulting CO2 emissions must be taken into 
account. The quantities of materials purchased in 2022 
in tonnage have been visualised in the diagram below.  
 GRI 301-1

More than half of the raw materials purchased for the 
manufacture of our products consist of primary and sec-
ondary aluminium. Around 22 per cent are made of steel 
or stainless steel, 19 per cent are plastic granules or 
parts and 4 per cent are other metals.

Furthermore, prefabricated electrical components and 
electromagnets are used. In addition to production 
materials, non-production materials such as vehicles, IT 
infrastructure and operating materials as well as ser-
vices must be taken into account.

The aluminium supply chain begins with the mining of 
bauxite. The raw material for aluminium production has 
adverse	effects	on	the	environment	depending	on	the	
mining region. The great economic importance and the 
supply risk of bauxite lead to bauxite being declared a 
critical raw material by the European Union in 2020. The 
procurement	of	secondary	aluminium	saves	a	significant	
proportion of emissions and protects bauxite stocks.  
 GRI 2-6, GRI 301-2, GRI 304-2 

The	reprocessing	of	aluminium	briquettes	offers	great	savings	potential.
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People at 
Festo
In order to live up to our mission and standards every 
day anew, the continuous training of our employees for 
future requirements is a must. We therefore see lifelong 
learning as an essential part of our corporate culture. We 
put people at the centre and create the foundations for a 
secure and trusting relationship. At Festo, protection of 
labour, corporate health promotion and respect for valid 
employee	rights	form	the	basis	for	this.	We	offer	fair	and	
performance-related	pay	as	well	as	flexible	working	mod-
els to improve work–life balance. This is because a 
healthy,	motivated	and	efficient	workforce	is	the	guaran-
tee of success for every company.   GRI 3-3



6.1 Employee development 

Committed,	performance-oriented,	qualified	
and adaptable employees are one of the 
prerequisites for Festo’s business success. We 
therefore strive to attract, retain and develop 
the best employees. The number of employees 
of the Festo Group in 2022 will total 20,817 
worldwide.	This	figure	represents	the	total	
workforce including interns, students and 
leased	staff.	 GRI 2-1, GRI 2-7
 

Permanent and temporary employment
The total number of permanent and temporary employment contracts is shown in the table below. There are also activi-
ties carried out by trainees and students that do not fall into these two categories. The number of interns and students in 
2020 was 582. In 2021, the number increased to 608 and fell in 2022 to 541.   GRI 2-8

New employees and employee turnover
The following shows both the total number of new employees and employee turnover by gender, age group and region. 
In 2020, there was a reduction in employee turnover due to the pandemic. In 2021, the employee turnover rose again 
and in 2022 reached the same level as before the pandemic.  GRI 401-1

Employees and management bodies by age and gender

2020 2021 2022 2020 2021 2022

Total employees 19,840 20,149 20,276 Total management bodies 1,176 1,175 1,190

Employees by gender Management bodies by gender

Male 71% 70% 70% Male 89% 89% 89%

Female 29% 30% 30% Female 11% 11% 11%

Employees by age Management bodies by age

<29 years 15% 14% 14% <29 years 0% 0% 0%

30–49 years 57% 57% 57% 30–49 years 50% 48% 48%

>50	years 28% 29% 29% >50	years 50% 52% 52%

GRI 405-1: Diversity by gender and age

Employment contracts by gender and region

2020 2021 2022 2020 2021 2022

Permanent	and	temporary	staff 19,840 20,149 20,276

Permanent by gender Temporary by gender

Male 65% 65% 64% Male 6% 6% 6%

Female 26% 26% 26% Female 3% 3% 4%

Permanent by region Temporary by region

Total 18,070 18,388 18,262 Total 1,770 1,761 2,014

Africa 124 108 104 Africa 1 0 0

The Americas 2,263 2,330 2,383 The Americas 10 2 2

Asia 2,330 2,443 2,451 Asia 1,098 1,026 1,109

Australia 84 81 73 Australia 1 1 6

Germany 7,818 7,794 7,820 Germany 406 442 435

Europe without Germany 5,451 5,632 5,431 Europe without Germany 254 290 462

GRI 2-1, GRI 2-7: Information on employees and employment by gender and region

New employees and employee turnover 

2020 2021 2022 2020 2021 2022

Total admissions 975 2,046 2,341 Total departures 1,541 2,107 2,678

Admissions by gender Departures by gender 

Male 69% 64% 67% Male 68% 68% 68%

Female 31% 36% 33% Female 32% 32% 32%

Admissions by age Departures by age

<29 years 52% 55% 51% <29 years 31% 39% 35%

30–49 years 39% 36% 41% 30–49 years 44% 41% 45%

>50	years 9% 9% 8% >50	years	 25% 19% 20%

Admissions by region Departures by region

Africa 1% 0% 0% Africa 1% 1% 0%

The Americas 19% 15% 16% The Americas 12% 12% 12%

Asia 19% 21% 20% Asia 26% 20% 15%

Australia 0% 0% 1% Australia 0% 1% 1%

Germany 17% 29% 28% Germany 30% 32% 27%

Europe without Germany 43% 35% 35% Europe without Germany 31% 34 % 44%

GRI 401-1: New employees and employee turnover by gender, age and region

Employees by region

2020 2021 2022

Total employees 20,422 20,757 20,817

Africa 137 113 109

The Americas 2,308 2,364 2,407

Asia 3,433 3,486 3,570

Australia 85 82 79

Europe without Germany 5,825 6,088 6,070

Germany 8,634 8,624 8,582

GRI 2-7: Employees by region

The	figures	from	2020	onwards	have	been	refined	retro-
spectively for this report. As a result, there may be dis-
crepancies in the reports from previous years.
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Employees at an after-work event at the Esslingen-Berkheim headquarters in autumn 2022.

Attractive employer
All in all, various programmes and measures help Festo 
to position itself as an attractive employer. With solu-
tions such as working remotely and collaborative spatial 
concepts, we offer our employees further attractive 
options for organising their work individually.

When organising individual working hours, we focus on 
the respective phase of life of our employees (part-time 
work, parental leave and care leave). Self-determined 
and flexible working enables a better work–life balance.

In addition to fair overall remuneration, Festo offers all 
employees in Germany – regardless of whether they work 
part-time or full-time – attractive benefits, such as:
–  Generous company pension scheme
–  Further training (face-to-face and online) and innova-

tive learning offers
– Creative spaces 
–  Family service and social counselling by external 

counselling partners
–  Programmes for permanent or temporary job changes 

within Festo global
– Wide range of sports and health offers
–  Options for bicycle leasing with employer subsidy
– Modern leadership development programmes 
– Holiday care for children of employees
–  Social fund for special financial burdens (Freud- und 

Leidkasse)
–  Subsidised canteens or meal subsidies for our branch 

offices
–  Discounts on various discount portals and with re-

gional partners

–  Discounts on public transport at the Esslingen loca-
tion

–  Special leave (e.g. wedding, moving house or birth of 
child)

–  Various scholarship programmes for students  
(IT scholarship, women doing master’s degrees in 
technical fields)

–  Student loyalty programme for former interns
– Comprehensive onboarding programme 
– Events for employees (after-work)
–  Limited places in nurseries for children of employees 
 GRI 401-2

Total remuneration and collective agreement
For our employees covered by collective agreements, the 
total remuneration package consists of a monthly basic 
salary, a performance-based remuneration component 
and a variety of special payments, such as holiday pay. 
Remuneration is based on the demands of the work 
assignment and is subject to a globally applicable level 
system.   GRI 405-2

In Germany, the companies Festo SE & Co. KG, Festo 
Didactic SE, Festo Polymer GmbH and Festo Vertrieb 
GmbH & Co. KG are subject to the collective agreement 
of IG Metall.   GRI 2-30

Attractive career opportunities, systematic employee 
development and the opportunity to actively shape your 
own professional career make Festo an attractive and 
future-oriented employer.
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6.2 Diversity

Diversity is a decisive success factor for Festo and shapes not only soci-
ety, but also our corporate culture. Diversity and an appreciation of peo-
ple	in	their	uniqueness	from	different	cultures	with	their	individual	life	
concepts and skills have been part of Festo’s corporate culture since its 
foundation. 

Diversity by nationality
We are convinced that mixed teams can work more 
creatively	and	efficiently	than	homogeneous	groups.	In	
terms	of	origin,	we	continue	to	benefit	from	the	cultural	
diversity of our workforce. In 2022, employees from 107 
nations successfully came together at Festo. As a com-
pany that operates in around 60 countries, this diversity 
helps	us	to	understand	the	specific	needs	of	our	custom-
ers	around	the	world.	You	can	find	more	on	diversity	by	
nationality in the chart on the right.

Diversity by age and gender 
In 2021, a total of 1,175 people were employed in senior 
management (levels E, F1 and F2) worldwide. This corre-
sponded to about six per cent of the total workforce. In 
2022, the number of people in these management levels 
remained constant.   GRI 405-1

The breakdown in section 6.1 ‘Employee development’ 
on page 85 shows the diversity of management bodies 
and employees by age and gender.   GRI 405-1

At	Festo,	employees	and	business	partners	of	different	nationalities,	cultures,	religions	and	approaches	to	life	come	together. GRI 405-1: Diversity by nationality in 2022

107
Festo Group total

32
The Americas

27
Asia

76
Europe (excluding Germany)

77
Germany

Nationalities  
at Festo

Society	is	changing	and	this	change	is	also	reflected	in	
the working environment: globalisation, demographic 
change,	technological	innovations	–	we	cannot	afford	to	
stand still in our dealings with each other. Life concepts 
change due to a variety of factors, such as changing pro-
fession,	family	and	career,	flexibility	of	the	place	of	work	
or lifelong learning.

We need to adapt our concepts as an employer in line 
with these changes in order to be prepared for the future 
together at Festo. We have always taken this view for our 
products and markets. Now we’re looking at ourselves as 
people at Festo. 

Diversity management
Diversity is also relevant in the context of the sustain-
ability strategy and contributes to the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals 5, 8 and 10. 

So that we take the right steps into the future, the 
position for Diversity and Inclusion was created in 2022. 
The central activities were launched in Germany in 2022. 
Local teams are already active in some national Festo 
companies and clusters. 

Diversity in the company fosters innovation, makes us 
attractive as an employer, and strengthens employee 
satisfaction and loyalty – if this diversity is seen and 
taken into account.

Charta der Vielfalt (Diversity Charter)
In 2022, Festo signed the Charta der Vielfalt. The aim of 
this self-declaration is to send a clear signal for diversity, 
both internally and externally. We want to take a closer 
look at and promote our self-image with regard to the 
diversity of our workforce in the future.

Find out more about diversity at Festo and 
the Charta der Vielfalt at: 
www.festo.com/diversity
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http://www.festo.com/diversity


Nicole Illek, 
Talent and Leadership Development  
and Diversity Manager at Festo

    The world is changing. We  
already have this in view for  
products and markets. Now  
we’re looking at ourselves as 
people at Festo. This gives us 
excellent prospects for the  
future.

Nicole Illek was appointed Diversity Manager at Festo in 
July 2022.	She	will	strategically	advance	the	topic	of	
diversity and inclusion within the company. 

The	Charta	der	Vielfalt,	which	Festo	signed	in	August 2022, 
provides guidance in order to promote the recognition, 
appreciation and inclusion of diversity in the world of 
work. 
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The LGBTIQ network at Festo
Proud@Festo is the LGBTIQ network (lesbian, gay, bisex-
ual, transgender, intersex, queer) at Festo. The aim is to 
network	LGBTIQ	people	and	staff	who	uphold	the	visibil-
ity of diverse characters and lifestyles and a tolerant life 
together.

The LGBTIQ network was also active in 2022. A joint 
lunch format was established at the central locations, 
and there were also several local events and parties, 
such as the gathering at the Christmas market and the 
after-work party. In addition, networking with the merg-
ing of the local LGBTIQ networks ‘0711LiebtBunt’ was 
strong, with various organisational and leisure events 
taking place, such as the joint summer event with over 
100 people.

Specifically,	it	is	about:
– Promoting visibility and acceptance
– Enabling connectivity
–  Being a point of contact for employees and manage-

ment
– Providing impetus on LGBTIQ issues in the company
– Supporting the Festo Corporate Responsibility
–  Representing Festo in the LGBTIQ context beyond the 

company’s borders

The women’s network at Festo
Women@Festo is a network of women for women within 
the company. We share our experiences, support and 
encourage	each	other,	and	offer	space	to	think	ahead,	
think things through and think outside the box. We make 
women visible in the company and give them a voice.

In 2022, we pushed ahead with and implemented meas-
ures resulting from the 2021 equal opportunities survey. 
The main area of focus: make role models visible and 
inform employees with a focus on career, part-time and 
family. This included podium discussions, expert talks 
and	a	‘Women@Festo	asks	...’.	On	the	topic	of	financial	
independence, a keynote presentation on ‘female 
finance’	was	given	by	an	external	speaker.

We	offer	women	at	Festo:
– Networking across organisational units 
– Specialist, interdisciplinary exchange
– Expansion of your horizons
–  Exchange on topics such as career planning, leader-

ship, balancing work and family life
– Monthly women’s business lunch/virtual cafe
– Events, lectures

Women

Discrimination
Festo and its employees do not accept any form of dis-
crimination and are committed to a non-discriminatory 
environment. We encourage our employees to address 
and report discrimination at an early stage.

Our employees have the right to lodge a complaint if they 
feel discriminated against by their employer, supervi-
sors, other employees or third parties on grounds of race 
or ethnic origin, gender, religion or beliefs, disability, age 
or sexual identity in connection with their employment 
relationship.	The	AGG	complaints	office	receives	com-
plaints from employees and examines them. Complaints 
will,	of	course,	be	treated	confidentially.

In addition, the topic of discrimination is regularly 
addressed and discussed in various courses (such as 
compliance and human rights) and also in management 
circles. Information on the topic of discrimination is 
continuously published at the internal AGG complaints 
offices.

At Festo in Germany, incidents of discrimination can be 
submitted	to	a	specially	established	complaints	office.	
There is an established process for this, which is laid 
down in a regulatory agreement between the company 
and employee representatives. The principles and pro-
cedures of the AGG are taken into account. Internation-
ally, incidents of discrimination can be reported on the 
whistle-blower portal.

In 2022, no complaint was reported in any part of the 
company in Germany. Nevertheless, we continue to raise 
awareness of the issue of discrimination in our company. 
 GRI 406-1

Inclusion at Festo
In addition to a statutory obligation, we see the inclusion 
of disabled people, particularly severely disabled people 
and those on an equal footing with them, in working 
life	as	a	social	task,	the	fulfilment	of	which	is	the	joint	
responsibility of all those involved.
 
The inclusion agreement for the Festo Group in Germany 
was adopted in 2021. The requirements derived from this 
were applied to the company’s processes in 2022. 

Inclusion is actively promoted in the following business 
processes and structures: 
–  Recruitment and employment of severely disabled 

people
– Working hours and remote working
– Company	promotion	and	qualification
– Workplace and work organisation
– Health management
–  Prevention and company integration management 

The objectives of this agreement are occupational and 
social inclusion and the provision of the necessary frame-
work conditions for the participation of severely disabled 
people in working life at Festo. This commitment is also 
expressed in the Festo Group’s Code of Conduct.

Compliance with the measures is jointly reviewed by the 
company management and the representatives of the se-
verely disabled and the works council on the basis of the 
agreed measures and prepared in the annual progress 
report.   GRI 405-1
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Trainees 2020 2021 2022

Total 488 552 491

Germany 305 313 238

China 95 121 112

Hungary 33 59 68

India 33 34 36

Switzerland 18 25 27

Bulgaria 0 0 10

USA 4 0 0

6.3 Vocational training

Trainees worldwide 
The table below shows the number of trainees world-
wide from 2020 to 2022. The declining numbers of train-
ees	in	the	countries	are	due	to	fluctuations	in	demand	
(e.g.	changes	in	job	profiles).	The	total	number	of	Festo	
trainees has remained almost constant on an interna-
tional level.

Investment in training
In Germany, investments in training amounted to 9.8 
million euros in 2020, approximately 9.9 million euros in 
2021, and 9.4 million euros in 2022.

Training for the future 
In addition to social and economic aspects, the topic of 
sustainability	is	becoming	more	and	more	significant	in	
training. The acquisition of skills for sustainable action is 
increasingly important for the future viability of training. 

The task of training at Festo is therefore to enable young 
people on an economic, technical, social and ecological 
level	to	use	resources	efficiently	along	the	entire	value	
chain in order to be able to act sustainably. 

Sustainability aspects are taught in an integrative man-
ner,	i.e.	in	conjunction	with	job-specific	competences,	

knowledge and skills. It is important to design learning 
situations that enable trainees and integrated degree 
students to make and implement decisions in the inter-
ests of sustainable development.

Festo Sustainability Award
Sustainable agriculture is one of the topics of the future 
in order to enable the population to be supplied with 
food and to minimise the use of resources. With the 
Festo Sustainability Award, trainees at all six training 
locations were given the opportunity to create innova-
tive ideas on how to make agriculture sustainable with 
products from Festo.

A total of 27 teams took part in the Festo Sustainability 
Award. The six winning teams brought topics such as 
cooperative pollination aid (Esslingen), vertical farming 
with piezoelectronics and solar modules (Bangalore) and 
sustainable processing of eggshells into powder (Buda-
pest).

The winning teams presented their projects at the 
awards	ceremony	on	17 November.	In	the	audience	were	
members of the Board of Management and the founders 
of the award – representatives from the young fourth 
generation of the Festo owner family. 

The number of trainees from 2020 to 2022 by country. 

Urban gardening
A cooperation with Otto-Hahn-Gymnasium in Nellingen  
provides clear practical situations during training. 

Students of the advanced course in biology dealt with the 
topic of urban gardening in vegetable cultivation and exam-
ined the biological basis for the cultivation of cress seeds. 
A wide range of data on the growth environment and the 
growth process was collected and evaluated.

The results form the basis for the training exercise, 
together with trainees, to create and take care of an experi-
mental set-up that demonstrates the practice-oriented 
automated cultivation of cress seeds.

Festo trainees plant trees
Social roots and sustainability – that’s what the fruit 
trees stand for which the trainees planted at the begin-
ning of their training on an orchard meadow at the 
Glashütte pond in Rohrbach.

A new phase of life with new demands begins for the 
young people with the start of their training. In addition 
to acquiring professional skills, the initial focus is on ori-
entation and support – so that the trainees can form 
strong and deep roots in the company. 

Sustainability, as an extension of professional skills, 
must also be conveyed at the beginning of training in 
comprehensible, practical examples. After all, shaping 
the company’s sustainable future has to begin as early 
as possible.

The	winning	teams	from	the	Esslingen-Berkheim,	Rohrbach,	Sofia	and	Budapest	locations	with	the	organisers	of	the	award.	 
Not in the picture are the teams from Bangalore and Jinan, who were connected via live video.

The Festo Sustainability Award for innovative ideas on how to make 
agriculture sustainable with products from Festo. 
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Our aim is to provide them with the best possible sup-
port and empower them as part of this transformation. 
Achieving the company’s goals and maintaining employ-
ability go hand in hand.

To	this	end,	we	continuously	and	significantly	invest	in	
basic and further training. This includes continuously 
developing our learning culture as well as developing 
the global learning infrastructure and placing the right 
content in our learning portfolio. At the same time, the 
strategic change in competencies is being driven forward 
with	measures	that	focus	accordingly	on	specific	special-
ist topics.

Learning Campus: central learning platform
The	central	platform	for	all	learning	offers	at	Festo	world-
wide is the Learning Campus. The number of users 
worldwide has increased from 13,783 (2020) to 15,104 
(2021) and 17,138 (2022). These are participants who 
can	also	access	learning	content	several	times	on	differ-
ent days.

In this context, it must be taken into account that digital 
learning times cannot currently be surveyed in a measur-
able manner.   GRI 404-1

Expert talks and external learning offers
The advancement of digitisation and the challenges 
posed	by	the	coronavirus	have	led	to	an	intensification	
of virtual training at Festo. Since 2021, current Fes-
to-specific	topics	such	as	‘Sustainable	at	Festo’	or	
‘Reduce CO2 footprint’ have been communicated as part 
of global expert talks. The large number of over 5,100 
participants shows that we are at the cutting edge.

There are also so-called LearningTubes. Here, colleagues 
can produce instructional videos designed to impart 
knowledge in small sequences. An external digital train-
ing	offer	has	been	made	available	to	all	employees	since	
2021. From 4,700 registered employees at the end of 
2021, the number rose to 6,930 in 2022.   GRI 404-1

‘Lifelong	learning’	is	firmly	anchored	in	Festo’s	DNA.	As	a	result	of	rap-
idly advancing digitisation and the use of new technologies, our employ-
ees are exposed to a multitude of challenges and new ways of working. 

6.4 Further training

Expert talks 2021 2022

Total 90 92

Global expert talks 34% 37%

German expert talks 66% 63%

Participants:

Total 4,688 5,172

Global expert talks 37% 52%

German expert talks 63% 48%

At the Festo learning company, training and development measures amount to 1.5% of turnover.
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Professions in transition: capability shift
People, machines and industrial processes are con-
nected intelligently – that’s Industry 4.0. Digitisation has 
long since arrived in industry and is developing rapidly. 
This is accompanied by enormous chances and opportu-
nities, but risks and challenges as well. 

The goal of the capability shift strategic initiative is 
shaping the opportunity to position Festo for sustainable 
success with future-relevant competencies in the com-
pany. 

Learning	new	skills	from	the	areas	of	software,	artificial	
intelligence, sustainable construction as well as the dis-
tribution of electronics represents the strategic range of 
topics for Festo in this context. Tailored training con-
cepts ensure that employees can spread their wings in 
the digitised world of work. 

One example is the global roll-out of a sales training pro-
gramme for electric automation. The cooperation with 
Esslingen University of Applied Sciences for an in-house 

format	called	‘Festo-certified	software	engineer’	as	well	
as a virtual learning path for the topic of lightweight con-
struction are further examples of the organisation of the 
capability shift.   GRI 404-2

Changing leadership: Leadershift@Festo
In the current strategy period, Festo has set itself the 
goal of further increasing the maturity level of leadership 
throughout the company. The further development of 
managers is thus the focus of all activities in the Leader-
shift	field	of	action.	

Major progress was already made in 2022. In the divi-
sion-specific	initiatives	Leadershift@Shopfloor,	Leader-
shift@Sales and Leadershift@BU/R&D, assessment cen-
tres were carried out universally last year and then sup-
plemented with individual development measures. 

The design and pilot phase of a management develop-
ment	programme	at	the	first	management	level	was	also	
promoted in 2022. The global implementation of the 
programme is planned from 2023. 

An open and trusting feedback culture is the basis for good cooperation.

Capability	shift:	New	technologies	require	new	job	profiles.

A programme for middle management has also been 
conceived. The Middle Management Programme will be 
piloted and rolled out globally in 2023. One highlight in 
this context was the second module of the executive 
development programme, which took place in 2022 in 
cooperation with the INSEAD business school. The vir-
tual Leadership Essentials series provided impetus for 
leadership in 2022 and will also be continued in 2023. 
 GRI 404-2

Global introduction of 360° feedback
Another tool for the further development of our manag-
ers is the global introduction of the 360° feedback pro-
cess. With the help of a structured and anonymised 
questionnaire,	all	managers	receive	feedback	from	differ-
ent perspectives: from their employees, their own man-
agers and colleagues. 

This process was launched outside Germany in 2022, 
and the roll-out will continue in 2023, and is expected to 
be repeated every two years after that. 

Participating managers receive an individual report on 
the results and thus important pointers for their personal 
areas of development and for improving cooperation 
between	them	and	their	environment.	Specific	measures	
are derived based on the results, which are recorded in 
the development plan and continuously monitored. 

With this tool, Festo ensures the development of a con-
temporary feedback culture in the company and at the 
same time ensures that the quality of leadership in the 
company is continuously developed.   GRI 404-3
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Regular instruction as part of occupational safety.
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In Germany, the Occupational Safety department sup-
ports and advises all areas in establishing a safety-con-
scious occupational safety culture. Internationally, occu-
pational health and safety management in the regions is 
managed independently at the respective locations. In 
the plants, local experts are thus responsible for all 
operational processes. On the part of the central Secu-
rity department at the headquarters, control and net-
working is carried out.

Thanks to the Festo network for occupational safety, the 
specialists are in continuous exchange and make use of 
the given synergies.

The global safety standards are anchored in the inte-
grated management system and written down in an 
international manual. They are continually and proac-
tively being revised and are based on internationally 
applicable standards, regulations and Festo’s require-
ments. In addition to the legal requirements, results 
from	audits	carried	out	and	influences	from	the	Festo	
network also ensure that everything is up to date.   
 GRI 403-1

The aim is to continuously reduce the risk of accidents 
and health impairments. In this context, Festo has 
already implemented the ISO 45001 occupational health 
and safety management system at its Budapest, São 
Paolo and Shanghai locations.   GRI 403-8

In	2022,	the	fight	against	the	Covid-19	pandemic	contin-
ued to overshadow many planned programme items to 
further improve the OHS (short for occupational health 
and safety) system. Furthermore, numerous events and 
campaigns were also initiated with a view to improving 
occupational safety in 2022. 

6.5 Safety at work

Examples from the Festo world 
Sofia, Bulgaria: Updating and improving the accident 
reporting system in order to further strengthen the 
‘Safety	first’	motto.	This	has	enabled	us	to	improve	on	
the personal responsibility of our employees for health 
and safety in the workplace.

Budapest, Hungary: In line with the ‘Healthy Workplaces 
Lighten the Load’ campaign of the European Agency for 
Safety and Health at Work, regular visits by orthopaedic 
surgeons at the workplace were carried out in 2022.

Esslingen, Germany: Implementation of the project 
‘Mental stress risk assessment’, which aims to better 
identify and address stress factors and stresses in the 
workplace and cut them out by means of measures.

Shanghai and Suncun, China: Implementation of various 
programmes, including a month of occupational safety. 
Various	online	and	offline	activities	related	to	topics	of	
the environment, health and safety (including training) 
were carried out during the safety month.  
 GRI 403-8, GRI 403-5

Lost time injury rate worldwide
The accident frequency rate (lost time injury rate, LTIR 
for short) is calculated using the number of occupational 
accidents per million hours worked. The scope of calcu-
lation for the accident frequency rate worldwide in 2022 
includes accidents in Germany and our largest global 
production plants (indirect and direct areas). All acci-
dents are documented and analysed. However, the vast 
majority of accidents have a minor impact.  GRI 403-2

The	accident	frequency	rate	according	to	the	defined	
scope in 2022 was 6.4 accidents per million hours 
worked.   GRI 403-9

Days of absence due to accidents in Germany
The number of days of absence due to accidents at Festo’s 
German locations in 2022 was 528 days. In addition to the 
continuous improvement of occupational safety pro-
cesses, the reason for the decrease in the number of lost 
days is the reduction in the severity of accidents.   
 GRI 403-9

Accident statistics in Germany take into account accidents 
at work that result in at least one day of absence. At pres-
ent,	gender-specific	differences	are	not	being	reported	on	
and so they are not taken into account in the evaluation of 
occupational safety. This is also not planned for the 
future.   GRI 403-9

GRI 403-9: Days of absence due to accidents in Germany

For Festo, safety – especially health and safety at work– is an elementary 
part of its corporate philosophy. The maintenance and implementation 
of the technical safety requirements serve to protect our employees and 
the company’s values.
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Prevention programmes at the German locations
Corporate	health	promotion	offered	numerous	health	measures	in	2022,	both	online	and	on-site,	thus	encouraging	
both German and international employees to adopt a health-conscious lifestyle. In 2022, around 4,500 employees 
took part in our activities focusing on exercise, ergonomics, stress management and nutrition.  GRI 403-6
 

Digital health assistant for a better work–health balance 
In our endeavour to create the most healthy working conditions possible, we are always on the lookout for 
innovative approaches. With the increase in remote working, it is very important to us to promote the health of 
our	employees	both	when	they	are	working	in	the	office	and	from	home	in	equal	measure.	If	you	sit	in	front	of	
your computer for hours every day, you usually experience tension, headaches or back pains. In addition to 
these short-term symptoms, an inactive lifestyle is also associated with numerous common diseases, such as 
those of the cardiovascular and metabolic systems.

Following a pilot project, we have therefore entered into a partnership with the high-tech start-up ‘Deep Care’ 
from Ludwigsburg. This team has developed a digital health coach, ‘ISA’, which helps people learn healthy 
work	routines.	In	the	first	six	months	of	our	cooperation,	105	employees	were	able	to	reflect	on	their	daily	rou-
tines and practise healthy habits during a six-week ‘ISA’ coaching session. 

‘Ergonomics in the workplace’ pilot project at the Rohrbach location 
In	January 2022,	just	over	80	logistics	employees	started	a	pilot	project	on	the	topic	of	ergonomics	in	the	work-
place. The aim was to provide balance through an active, health-promoting weekly exercise session and, at the 
same time, enable an improvement of the musculoskeletal system of each participant. After a measurement of 
mobility at the beginning of the project, a twelve-week individual exercise programme was carried out by quali-
fied	specialists	in	the	respective	departments.	

In	June 2022,	after	taking	the	final	mobility	measurements,	we	concluded	that	many	participants	had	improved	
their range of motion. As a result, the mobility exercise breaks were permanently integrated into everyday 
working life. 

Heart health action weeks
Diseases of the circulatory system are the most common cause of death in Germany. Due to this important 
topic,	various	preventive	measures	were	offered	to	Festo	employees	at	the	Esslingen	and	Rohrbach	locations	to	
coincide	with	the	annual	World	Heart	Day	on	29 September.	In	addition	to	our	existing	programme,	there	were	
numerous	other	face-to-face	and	online	prevention	offers,	which	employees	could	sign	up	for.	The	promotional	
weeks were complemented by a special daily meal in the canteens.

6.6 Holistic health promotion

The digital health assistant for learning healthy work routines Photo: Deep Care GmbH

Relief is a central topic of occupational health promotion wherever physical work is carried out – 
such as here at the Rohrbach plant.
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Ethics and 
governance
In order to achieve the goals of sustainable develop-
ment, binding ethical and governance standards must 
be set and adhered to worldwide. Therefore, as part of 
our compliance, we commit ourselves to always act 
fairly and in accordance with applicable laws as well as 
applicable	specifications,	standards	and	guidelines.	
Legally compliant business processes and compliance 
with anti-corruption laws play a central role here, as do 
respect for UN human rights and ensuring corporate 
due diligence.   GRI 3-3



 
 

0

Training courses carried out on 
basic compliance knowledge 

Special training courses  
carried out

GRI 205-2:  Information and training in anti-corruption strategies  
and measures

2,630

597

1,387

3,459

5.323

1,739

4.000

2020 2021 2022

6.000

2.000

Compliance- 
Guidelines 2022  
 GRI 2-23

1. Code of Conduct
2.  Code of Conduct for Business Partners
3. Anti-Corruption Policy
4. Antitrust Law
5. Exclusion list of industries
 GRI 2-23

You	can	find	the	link	and	further	information	on	the	
whistle-blower portal as well as everything related 
to compliance at  
www.festo.com/compliance

Compliance means ensuring adherence to laws and 
internal rules, to which the company independently 
undertakes to adhere. For Festo, upholding integrity and 
responsibility towards people and the environment is 
elementary. At all our locations, we attach great impor-
tance to acting ethically, legally and in accordance with 
the rules. 

Compliance management system (CMS)
Festo has a zero-tolerance policy. This means that every 
violation will receive an appropriate sanction. In order to 
systematically protect against legal and reputational 
risks, Festo set up a compliance management system in 
2012 focused on the areas of anti-corruption, anti-fraud, 
antitrust and management culture, which controls and 
monitors the activities required to prevent legal viola-
tions. This is implemented globally and is being continu-
ously improved.  
 GRI 2-24, GRI 2-25, GRI 205-1

7.1 Compliance

In 2022, 8,782 training sessions were held around the 
world to ensure this and raise awareness. These training 
courses are conducted by Corporate Compliance, the 
Regional	Compliance	Officer	and	the	62	Local	Compli-
ance	Officers,	among	others.		 GRI 205-2

Whistle-blower portal
We	have	been	offering	our	whistle-blower	portal,	which	
complies with EU Directive 2019/1937, since 2016. Here, 
employees and business partners worldwide can anony-
mously and safely report any misconduct or violations of 
our Code of Conduct or the applicable law without fear of 
reprisals.   GRI 413-1

Regular review of CMS and business partners
Observance and implementation of the compliance regulations are 
subject to regular audits by the group auditing department. In addi-
tion, our compliance management system has been regularly audited 
by	external	auditors	since	2015,	who	verified	its	unqualified	appropri-
ateness and implementation in 2022. No legal proceedings have 
been initiated due to anti-competitive behaviour or the formation of 
cartels and monopolies.   GRI 206-11

Since 2020, the distribution partners of our Didactic business divi-
sion have been subject to a systematic business partner review for 
regulatory requirements in Dow Jones as an additional preventive 
measure against corruption risks. In the course of business initiation, 
potential sales partners are subjected to a tool-supported due dili-
gence	process.	Risks	are	systematically	identified,	recorded	and	miti-
gated where possible. 

The audit process and its results are documented in the tool. The 
Compliance	Officer	of	Festo	Didactic	is	responsible	for	conducting	the	
Didactic sales partner check. The respective Didactic managers are 
responsible for implementing the recommended measures.
 
Guidelines for internal and external documents
Our compliance guidelines include both internal and external docu-
ments and are accessible to every employee. At the turn of the year 
2020/2021, our Supplier Code of Conduct was replaced by the Code 
of Conduct for Business Partners. The Code of Conduct for Business 
Partners sets out Festo’s expectations of our business partners with 
regard to compliance with laws and standards, human rights and 
obligations within the supply chain. This document has been valid for 
all our business partners ever since. 

Both the Code of Conduct and the Code of Conduct for Business Part-
ners are available for download in several languages on our corpo-
rate website.   GRI 205-2

Compliance training offer
Festo’s	compliance	training	offer	in	the	aforementioned	areas	
includes basic compliance knowledge, special training and web-
based training. The core areas of basic compliance knowledge are the 
content of the Code of Conduct and internal compliance regulations. 
Basic compliance knowledge was also provided in 2022 in web-
based training and at onboarding events at the Esslingen headquar-
ters and in almost all national Festo companies. Within the frame-
work of the special training courses, further focus areas of compli-
ance are addressed in depth.   GRI 205-2
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Responsibilities of Compliance
The core compliance areas at Festo include anti-corruption, anti-fraud, antitrust and management culture. 
The other compliance areas have their own risk management systems. 

Compliance at Festo with its core areas and other areas

Anti-corruption

Product 
safety

Environment

Antitrust law

Intellectual 
property

Employment and 
social standards

Anti-fraud

IT compliance

Export control

Management 
culture

Reporting,  
financial	 
accounting,  
and taxes

Data protection

Other areas

Core area

Compliance

As an internationally active family-run company with a 
long tradition, Festo attaches great importance to acting 
ethically and in accordance with the law and regulations. 
Through our actions, we want to ensure that our national 
and international tax obligations are met. Transparency, 
open and cooperative dialogue and trustworthy cooper-
ation with tax authorities are central elements of Festo’s 
corporate culture. 

Tax compliance management system
As part of our tax compliance management system, 
which is subject to regular further development, we have 
defined	corresponding	guidelines	and	operating	instruc-
tions as well as responsibilities and tasks for tax-rele-
vant processes in order to comply with the applicable tax 
regulations.  
 GRI 207-1, GRI 207-2, GRI 207-3, GRI 207-4

The Americas Argentina Brazil Canada Chile Colombia Mexico Peru USA Venezuela 

Europe/Middle East (E/ME) Austria Belgium Bulgaria Croatia Czech Republic 

Denmark Dubai Estonia Finland France Germany Greece Hungary Iran Ireland Israel 

Italy Jordan Kazakhstan Latvia Lithuania Netherlands Norway Poland Portugal 

Romania Serbia Slovakia Slovenia Spain Sweden Switzerland United Kingdom  

Turkey Ukraine Africa Nigeria South Africa Asia China Hong Kong India Indonesia 

Japan Korea Malaysia Philippines Singapore Taiwan Thailand Vietnam Australia 

Australia New Zealand

7.2 Taxes

Short	delivery	times,	the	right	service	and	a	high	degree	of	flexibility	–	the	demands	of	the	global	markets	are	
constantly increasing. That is why we are where our customers are. An overview of all countries in which Festo is 
represented with its own company or a production and logistics facility is provided in the list below.  
 GRI 2-1, GRI 2-2
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Environmental and social standards for suppliers
The commitment and monitoring of our suppliers for 
compliance with social and environmental standards is 
part of our corporate responsibility. At Festo, every new 
supplier (100 per cent) is therefore evaluated and 
checked with regard to environmental and social criteria. 
 GRI 308-1, GRI 414-1

All	suppliers	must	confirm	compliance	with	our	CoC	BP	
with their signature. By signing this document, our sup-
pliers undertake to demand compliance with these 
agreements from their suppliers as well. If the responses 
are not satisfactory, appropriate action is taken. Festo is 
careful not to accept any supplier with a risk.  
 GRI 308-1, GRI 414-1

Evaluation according to environmental criteria
All	our	suppliers	go	through	defined	processes	in	which	
they are evaluated according to various criteria. A dis-
tinction is also made for technologies and production 
processes with higher or average environmental 
impacts. For suppliers with a higher environmental 
impact,	certification	according	to	ISO	14001	(or	the	
Eco-Management and Audit Scheme – EMAS) is required. 
Alternatively, Festo will conduct an environmental audit 
at the supplier’s premises. 

Due to Covid-19, no environmental audits of suppliers 
could be carried out in 2022. For dealers (distributors), 
the	certification	of	the	actual	manufacturer	is	used.	 
 GRI 308-2

Evaluation according to social aspects
The existing supplier self-assessment was supple-
mented in 2022 by the requirements of the Act on Corpo-
rate Due Diligence in Supply Chains (LkSG), which 
entered	into	force	on	1 January 2023.	 
 GRI 308-2, GRI 414-1

This way, environmental and social standards receive a 
higher weighting when selecting suppliers. Both the 
updated supplier self-assessment and the new weight-
ing have led to the replacement of the previous sustain-
ability audit with on-site inspections focusing on human 
rights and associated environmental rights. 

At the end of 2022, the self-disclosure form was sent to 
850 suppliers for review of the social criteria.  
 GRI 414-1, GRI 414-2

Dealing with conflict minerals
In	order	to	support	the	sustainable	use	of	conflict	miner-
als, we disclose the smelters from which the raw materi-
als for our products come within the framework of the 
Responsible Business Alliance.

By	filling	out	the	Conflict	Minerals	Reporting	Template	
(CMRT), we are helping to create the necessary transpar-
ency	to	continuously	increase	the	proportion	of	certified	
smelters worldwide. Festo expects its business partners 
to comply with all applicable regulations regarding con-
flict	minerals.	For	more	information,	go	to:	 
www.festo.com/compliance

Festo is fully committed to the values set out in the United Nations 
International Bill of Human Rights and expects the same from its 
business partners.

7.3 Human rights in the supply chain

The Festo value chain

The Festo supply chain 
The supply chains for production at our plants are organ-
ised internationally and include a large number of direct 
suppliers and subcontractors. In 2022, the total was 
2,500 suppliers for 70,000 parts delivered.  
 GRI 2-6, GRI 304-2

Preparations for the Act on Corporate Due Diligence in 
Supply Chains
Respect for human rights and related environmental leg-
islation throughout our supply chain has been our mis-
sion for years. In 2022, the systematic approach to 

respect human rights and related environmental rights, 
including clear responsibilities, was established. This is 
how Festo complies with the company’s due diligence. 
The interdisciplinary working group ‘Human Rights@
Festo’ derived relevant guidelines, preventive measures 
and processes from the requirements of the Act on Cor-
porate Due Diligence in Supply Chains and developed a 
risk-based approach to determining the human rights 
risk. 

From 2023, the members of the working group will meet 
quarterly as part of a human rights committee.

Raw mate-
rials and 
supplies

Research and 
development

Customers 

Didactics 
and/or fac-
tory and pro-
cess 
automation

Customers of 
customers

Didactics and/
or factory and 
process 
automation

Further 
processing

Production 
and 
logistics
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2020
EUR 1.273 billion 

2021
EUR 1.544 billion 

2022
EUR 1.792 billion 

71% Europe

20% Asia

9% The Americas

73% Europe

7% The Americas

20% Asia   20% Asia

8% The Americas

72% Europe

Regional distribution of purchasing volume  
Industrial production has largely detached itself from the 
effects	of	the	pandemic	situation	and	is	increasing	in	all	
regions.	This	is	also	reflected	in	Festo’s	direct	and	indi-
rect purchasing volume (production materials and 
non-production materials), which in 2022 increased to 
1.792 billion euros.

Non-production materials refer to all Festo production 
plants (Festo Global Production Centres – GPCs) and 
local sales companies. Production materials include all 
production plants.  GRI 204-1

Festo is constantly expanding its global supplier net-
work, consisting of local and non-local suppliers. By 
‘local’ we mean procurement within the country of the 
respective national Festo company. Compared to the 
previous year 2021, the number of local suppliers 
increased slightly in 2022.

The ‘local for local’ strategy will continue to be pursued 
in 2022 to enable a reduction in delivery times through-
out the supply chain as well as a reduction in transport 
routes. The aim continues to be to increasingly procure 
goods in those countries where production takes place.

The diagrams below show the regional distribution of 
the direct and indirect purchasing volumes of the Festo 
Group. Specifying the data and updating the part num-
ber assignment led to data for 2020 and 2021 having to 
be corrected.

‘Local for Local’: Due to a decentralised production network, local markets can be supplied as needed, and more quickly 
and reliably, thanks to short transport routes.

GRI 204-1: Regional distribution of the direct and indirect purchasing volume of the Festo Group

72% local 70% local 72% local

28% non-local30% non-local28% non-local

2020
EUR 1.273 billion 

2021
EUR 1.544 billion 

2022
EUR 1.792 billion 
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1 

24

3

1 Policy statement 
Festo undertakes to protect human rights and related 
environmental rights, as well as to prevent legal viola-
tions, both within its own business area and towards its 
business partners (direct and indirect suppliers). This is 
set out in the policy statement on respect for human 
rights and related environmental rights.  
 GRI 2-23, GRI 407-1, GRI 408-1, GRI 409-1

The policy statement on respect for human rights is 
available for download here:  
www.festo.com/ethics-and-governance

2 Risk analysis 
The basis of the corporate diligence is the risk analysis. 
In	the	future,	we	will	examine	the	effects	of	our	business	
activities on human rights and their related environmen-
tal impact on both an annual basis and as required. 

We analyse internal and external data sources to identify 
potential risks to our business and our direct suppliers. 
We take into account both general risks, such as country 
and	product	group	risks	in	purchasing,	and	specific	risks	
that correspond to our business purpose. 

To assess the country risk, we use sources such as the 
ITUC	Global	Rights	Index	and	the	Countries’	Risk	Classifi-
cation of the Business Social Compliance Initiative 
(BSCI). We also use internal information from on-site 
inspections and other control measures to assess 
human rights risks. Risks are prioritised according to 
their severity and degree of responsibility.

The methodology for human rights impact assessment 
as part of the Act on Corporate Due Diligence in Supply 
Chains was piloted and adopted in 2022 at four Festo 
Group business locations (Festo Didactic Germany, Festo 
India, Festo Brazil and Festo Bulgaria).   
 GRI 412-1, GRI 413-2

Furthermore, the methodology for risk analysis for sup-
pliers was completed and tested in 2022. To this end, 
2,500 suppliers of production materials were analysed 
as part of a preliminary analysis (based on data from 
2021) and classed according to country risk, industry 
risk	and	the	influence	of	Festo.	 GRI 412-1

The results showed that this risk analysis and associated 
monitoring cover more than 90 per cent of sales. In the 
area of non-production materials, a further analysis 
revealed that the greatest human rights risks exist in the 
areas of construction services, maintenance (buildings) 
and services (buildings) including renting and leasing.  
 GRI 407-1, GRI 408-1, GRI 409-1, GRI 414-1, GRI 414-2

Furthermore, we conduct system-based audits 
(embargo, sanctions list and goods list audits as well as 
a critical end-use audit) as part of our export control.

Risk 
analysis

Reporting

Complaint 
mechanism

Policy 
statement

Measures  
and  

effectiveness	monitoring

3 Complaint mechanism
Festo	offers	three	different	ways	to	file	a	complaint	or	
information concerning any possible human rights viola-
tions.
– Anonymous reporting via our whistle-blower portal
– Direct reporting to Corporate Responsibility
–	 Direct	reporting	to	our	Compliance	Office	

In 2022, one hint was reported via the whistle-blower 
portal. This was processed and concluded.  
 GRI 2-25, GRI 413-1 

4 Reporting
Reporting to the Management Board and relevant 
authorities takes place on an annual basis. As part of the 
sustainability report, the core elements of the Act on 
Corporate Due Diligence in Supply Chains are reported 
on annually. The GRI Index explains the corresponding 
key performance indicators (KPI) on the topic of human 
rights.

Measures and effectiveness monitoring
In addition to the policy statement and the complaints 
procedure, the following additional preventive measures 
were implemented:  GRI 412-2, GRI 412-3
– Establishment of risk management for corporate due
	 diligence	in	the	area	of	human	rights	with	the	defini-
 tion of clear responsibilities
– Establishment of a globally applicable process 
– Awareness training on the topic of human rights for
 various stakeholders 
– Communication campaigns on Act on Corporate Due 
 Diligence in Supply Chains and human rights 
–  Supplier day to present the Act on Corporate Due 
 Diligence in Supply Chains 
–  Escalation levels for suppliers
–  Updating the terms and conditions of purchase to 
	 reflect	the	requirements	of	the	Act	on	Corporate	Due	
 Diligence in Supply Chains
– Updating the supplier self-assessment
– Sustainability rating of Festo SE & Co.KG
 through EcoVadis, NQC SUPPLIERASSURANCE and
 IntegrityNext

The diagram shows the systematic approach to respect human rights and 
related environmental rights.

Approach to respect human rights and related environmental rights
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    Respect for human rights is 
not	a	one-off	task.	This	is	why	
we systematically assess our 
own companies and supply 
chains on a risk-based basis.

On	1 October 2022,	Neeta	Wellhäußer,	an	employee	in	
the Corporate Responsibility department, took over the 
role	of	Human	Rights	Officer	at	Festo.	In	this	role,	she	
reports directly to the Chairman of the Management 
Board. 

The Act on Corporate Due Diligence in Supply Chains 
(LkSG)	defines	the	human	rights	and	environmental	due	
diligence of a company, from which the duties of a 
human	rights	officer	are	derived.	

Neeta	Wellhäußer,	
Corporate	Responsibility	and	Human	Rights	Officer	at	Festo
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–  BCM policy  
  (e.g. scope, stand-

ards)
– BCM manual 
  (BCM organisation 

and responsibility)

–  Business impact 
analysis

– Threat analysis
– BC strategy

–  Risk mitigation 
measures

–  Crisis and BCM 
organisation

–  BCM processes and 
interfaces

BCM INITIATION ANALYSIS AND DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

– Strategic plans
– Tactical plans
– Operational plans

– Test strategy
– Test planning
–  Test concepts
–  Review

PLANNING VALIDATION

Weitere Information zu unserem Business Continuity 
Management sowie eine  ausführliche Broschüre 
erhalten Sie unter www.festo.com/bcm 

Weitere Information zu unserem Business Continuity 
Management sowie eine  ausführliche Broschüre 
erhalten Sie unter www.festo.com/bcm 

Further information on our business continuity man-
agement and a detailed brochure 
can be found at  www.festo.com/bcm. 

This has made the continuous securing of business pro-
cesses increasingly important. Focusing on established 
standards, we use our business continuity management 
(BCM) system to comply with ISO 22301, the BCI Good 
Practice Guide and ISO 27001. 

As a result, our processes are fully compatible with the 
systems of our suppliers and customers. In addition, 
effective	response	measures	protect	the	continuity	of	the	
supply of goods and services to our customers, the 
goodwill, reputation, brand name, value-adding activi-
ties of the company and the interests of our stakeholders. 

Business continuity management as a holistic process 
helps: 
– identify threats 
–  assess potential impacts and damages (e.g. business 

impact analysis) 
–  consider the company units as a whole, rather than in 

isolation 
–	 enable	effective	responses	
–	 define	a	framework	of	conditions	and	
–  ensure measures can be reused/integrated into exist-

ing risk analyses and assessments as far as possible 
 GRI 201-2

By	combining	different	strategies	as	part	of	our	business	continuity	management,	we	can	ensure	the	long-term	suc-
cess of the company, the processes and the products and services tailored to you in the long term. The following 
measures contribute to our holistic BCM: 

Risk management
For	over	ten	years,	Festo	has	been	operating	a	risk	management	system	that	identifies	key	risks	at	an	early	stage,	
defines	risk	managers	and	pursues	risk	mitigation	measures.	The	entire	risk	management	process	and	its	organisa-
tion is regularly audited in accordance with the IDW 340 n.s. standard. 

Crisis management 
Crisis management at Festo follows a structured process whereby local emergency situations are dealt with by the 
local emergency organisation and, if necessary, escalated quickly to corporate crisis management. The Manage-
ment Board is in charge of the corporate crisis management team. There is regular testing of the alarm via FACT24 
and cooperation within the team.

Supply chain and logistics 
In recent years, we have expanded our production infrastructure in line with the local-for-local principle in order to 
produce	products	autonomously	and	redundantly	at	different	locations.	Our	logistics	network	provides	a	high	
degree	of	flexibility	and	uses	alternative	routes	when	required,	ensuring	deliveries	from	suppliers	and	deliveries	to	
customers are made at all times throughout the entire value-added network. Our highly varied product portfolio 
enables	us	to	offer	products	according	to	demand	and	to	provide	our	customers	with	alternative	solutions	in	the	
event of restrictions on individual components.

Information security 
Festo has established a state-of-the-art security programme to protect our customers’ processes and infrastructure 
against cyber threats, as well as our own processes and infrastructure. All measures are selected and implemented 
in accordance with industry standards for information security, in particular BSI basic protection and the NIST 
Cybersecurity Framework. All controls are regularly reviewed and adjusted in line with the current threat and risk 
landscape. This continuous improvement process is ensured by an information security management system certi-
fied	to	ISO	27001:2017.	

Health and safety 
For Festo, safety – especially health and safety at work– is an elementary part of its corporate philosophy. The 
maintenance and implementation of the technical safety requirements serve to protect our employees and the 
company’s values. To this end, all departments are supported by safety experts in establishing a culture of safety 
at the workplace and an occupational health and safety management system. For more information on the topic of 
safety at work, please refer to Chapter 6.5.

We are experiencing a time of great uncertainty and challenges due to 
global	pandemics,	warfare,	the	catastrophic	effects	of	climate	change,	
increasing cyberattacks and disruptions to global supply and transporta-
tion routes.

7.3 Business continuity management (BCM)

Further information on our business continuity man-
agement and a detailed brochure can be found at 
www.festo.com/bcm 
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GRI Title (chapter) Page

GRI 2: General information 2021

 The organisation and its reporting

2-1 Organisation profile
Company portrait
Preface
People at Festo (6.1)
Ethics and governance (7.2)
Report	profile	(9)

4
6

84
109
130

2-2 Operating sites
Company portrait
Ethics and governance (7.2)

4
109

2-3 Reporting period, reporting cycle and contact persons
Report	profile	(9) 130

2-4 Correction or restatement of information
The reasons for the corrections or restatements shall be disclosed separately in the report.
Report	profile	(9) 130

2-5 External examination
Report	profile	(9) 130

GRI Title (chapter) Page

Activities and employees

2-6 Activities, value chain and other business relationships
Company portrait
Strategy and management (2)
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.3)	
Ethics and governance (7.3)

4
35
80
111

2-7 Employees
People at Festo (6.1) 84

2-8 Workers who are not employees
People at Festo (6.1) 84

Company management

2-9 Management structure and composition
Strategy and management (2) 35

2-10 Nomination and selection process for the highest governance body 
Information	is	considered	confidential.

2-11 Chairperson of the highest governance body
Preface 6

2-12 Role of the highest governance body in overseeing the management of impacts
Information	is	considered	confidential.

2-15 Conflicts of interest
Information	is	considered	confidential.

2-16 Communication of critical concerns
Information	is	considered	confidential.

2-17 Collected knowledge of the highest governance body
Information	is	considered	confidential.

2-18 Assessment of the performance of the highest governance body
Information	is	considered	confidential.

8. GRI index

Declaration of use Festo	reports	on	the	2022	financial	year	in	accordance	with	the	
GRI standards

GRI 1 used GRI 1: Fundamentals 2021

Applicable GRI sector standard(s) None
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GRI Title (chapter) Page

2-19 Remuneration policy
Information	is	considered	confidential.

2-20 Process for determining remuneration
Information	is	considered	confidential.

2-21 Ratio of total annual remuneration
Information	is	considered	confidential.

Strategy, guidelines and procedures

2-22 Declaration of implementation of the sustainable development strategy
Strategy and management (2) 35

2-23 Declaration of commitment on principles and practices
Preface
Ethics and governance (7.1, 7.3)

6
106

2-24 Incorporation of political commitments
Ethics and governance (7.1) 106

2-25 Process for eliminating negative effects
Ethics and governance (7.1, 7.3) 106

2-26 Process for obtaining advice and reporting concerns
Strategy and management (2) 35

2-27 Compliance with laws and regulations
Strategy and management (2) 35

2-28 Membership in associations and interest groups
Strategy and management (2) 38

Stakeholder involvement

2-29 Approach to involving stakeholders
Strategy and management (2) 35

2-30 Collective agreements
People at Festo (6.1) 86

GRI 3: Key issues 2021

3-1 Procedure for determining the content of the report and delimitating the issues
Strategy and management (2) 35

GRI Title (chapter) Page

3-2 List of key issues 
Strategy and management (2) 35

3-3 Management of key issues 
Strategy and management (2)
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3)
Technical education (4)
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5)
People at Festo (6)
Ethics and governance (7)

35
40
56
68
82

104

Key issues: GRI 200 Economy

GRI 201: Economic performance 2016

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 
Company portrait 4

201-2 Financial implications of climate change for the organisation and other risks and opportuni-
ties associated with climate change
Ethics and governance (7.4) 118

GRI 202: Market presence 2016

202-2 Proportion of senior managers recruited from the local community
In 2022, 100 per cent of managers at the headquarters in Germany were recruited locally, i.e. 
within Germany.

GRI	203:	Indirect	economic	effects	2016

203-1 Infrastructure investments and subsidised services
In recent years, we have invested in various new buildings and internal infrastructure measures 
worldwide to support our standard product range.
Strategy and management (2) 35

GRI 204: Procurement practices 2016

204-1 Share of spending on local suppliers
Ethics and governance (7.3) 112

GRI 205: Anti-corruption 2016

205-1 Establishments that have been audited for corruption risks
Ethics and governance (7.1) 106
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GRI Title (chapter) Page

205-2 Communication and training on anti-corruption policies and processes
Ethics and governance (7.1) 106

GRI 206: Anti-competitive conduct in 2016

206-1 Legal proceedings due to anti-competitive 
behaviour or cartel and monopoly formation
Ethics and governance (7.1) 106

GRI 207: Taxes 2019

207-1 Tax concept
Ethics and governance (7.2) 109

207-2 Tax governance, control and risk management 
Ethics and governance (7.2) 109

207-3 Stakeholder engagement and management of tax concerns
Ethics and governance (7.2) 109

207-4 Country-by-country reporting
Ethics and governance (7.2) 109

Key issues: GRI 300 Ecology

GRI 301: Materials 2016

301-1 Materials used by weight or volume
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.2,	5.3)	 75

301-2 Recycled raw materials used
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.3)	 81

GRI 302: Energy 2016

302-1 Energy consumption within the organisation
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.1,	3.2) 43

302-1a Fuel consumption from non-renewable sources
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.2) 46

302-1c Power consumption
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.2) 46

GRI Title (chapter) Page

302-2 Energy consumption outside the organisation
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.1) 43

302-4 Reducing energy consumption
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.1,	3.2) 43

302-5 Reduction of energy demand for products and services
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.1,	3.5) 43

GRI 303: Water and wastewater 2018

303-1 Water as a shared resource
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.1) 72

303-3 Water withdrawal
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.1) 72

303-4 Water recirculation
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.1) 72

303-5 Water consumption
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.1) 72

GRI 304: Biodiversity 2016

304-2 Significant impacts of activities, products and services on biodiversity 
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.3)
Ethics and governance (7.3)

80
111

GRI 305: Emissions 2016

305-1 Direct GHG emissions (Scope 1)
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.1,	3.2) 43

305-2 Indirect energy-related GHG emissions (Scope 2)
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.1,	3.2) 43

305-3 Other indirect GHG emissions (Scope 3)
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.1,	3.4,	3.5) 43

305-4 Intensity of GHG emissions 
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.2) 46

305-5 Reducing GHG emissions
CO2	reduction	and	energy	efficiency	(3.1,	3.2) 43
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GRI Title (chapter) Page

GRI 306: Waste 2020

306-1 Wastewater discharge in terms of quality and discharge location
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.1) 72

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.1) 70

306-4 Transport of hazardous waste
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.1) 70

306-5 Surface and underground water affected by wastewater discharge and/or surface runoff
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.1) 72

GRI 307: Environmental compliance 2016

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.1) 70

 GRI 308: Environmental assessment of suppliers in 2016

308-1 New suppliers which were audited using environmental criteria
Ethics and governance (7.3) 110

308-2 Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and measures taken
Ethics and governance (7.3) 110

Key issues: GRI 400 Social 

GRI 401: Employment 2016

401-1 New hires and employee turnover
People at Festo (6.1) 84

401-2 Business services offered only to full-time employees and not to temporary or part-time 
employees 
People at Festo (6.1) 86

GRI 402: Employee–employer relationship 2016

402-1 Minimum notification period for operational changes
Festo	currently	has	no	global	information	on	the	minimum	notification	period	for	operational	
changes.

GRI Title (chapter) Page

GRI 403: Occupational health and safety 2018

403-1 Occupational health and safety management system
People at Festo (6.5) 100

403-2 Hazard identification, risk assessment and incident investigation
People at Festo (6.5) 100

403-4 Employee involvement, consultation and communication 
on occupational health and safety
People at Festo (6.5) 100

403-5 Employee training on occupational health and safety
People at Festo (6.5) 100

403-6 Promoting employee health
People at Festo (6.6) 102

403-8 Employees covered by an occupational health and safety management system
People at Festo (6.5) 100

403-9 Work-related injuries
People at Festo (6.5) 101

GRI 404: Education and training 2016

404-1 Average number of hours of training per year per employee
People at Festo (6.4) 96

404-2 Programmes to improve the skills of employees and to aid transitions
People at Festo (6.4) 98

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and professional development 
reviews
All employees received a regular assessment of their performance and career development in 
Germany in 2022. Worldwide, the People Excellence process has been implemented at level 
E-F3 (similar to AT in Germany).
People at Festo (6.4) 99

GRI 405: Diversity and equal opportunities 2016

405-1 Diversity in governance bodies and amongst employees
People at Festo (6.1, 6.2) 84
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GRI Title (chapter) Page

405-2 Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to basic salary and remuneration of men
People at Festo (6.1) 86

GRI 406: Non-discrimination 2016

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and remedial measures taken
People at Festo (6.2) 93

GRI 407: Freedom of association and collective bargaining 2016

407-1 Operating sites and suppliers where the right to freedom of association and collective bar-
gaining may be threatened
Ethics and governance (7.3) 114

GRI 408: Child labour 2016

408-1 Operating sites and suppliers at significant risk of child labour incidents
Ethics and governance (7.3) 114

GRI 409: Forced or compulsory labour 2016

409-1 Operating sites and suppliers with a significant risk of incidents of forced or compulsory 
labour
Ethics and governance (7.3) 114

GRI 410: Safety practices 2016

410-1 Security personnel trained in human rights policies and procedures
The	security	staff	at	Festo’s	German	plants	are	completely	trained	in	the	topics	of	dealing	with	
people,	behaviour	in	hazardous	situations	and	de-escalation	techniques	in	conflict	situations.	

GRI 412: Review of respect for human rights 2016

412-1 Operating sites subject to a human rights assessment or a human rights impact assessment
Ethics and governance (7.3) 115

412-2 Training for employees on human rights policies and procedures 
Ethics and governance (7.3) 115

412-3 Contracts that contain human rights clauses or have been examined for human rights aspects
Ethics and governance (7.3) 115

GRI Title (chapter) Page

GRI 413: Local communities 2016

413-1 Operating sites involving local communities, impact assessments and support programs
Ethics and governance (7.1, 7.3) 106

413-2 Operations with significant actual or potential negative impacts on local communities
Ethics and governance (7.1, 7.3) 115

GRI 414: Social assessment of suppliers 2016

414-1 New suppliers which were evaluated using social criteria
Ethics and governance (7.3) 110

414-2 Negative social impacts in the supply chain and measures taken 
Ethics and governance (7.3) 110

GRI	415:	Political	influence	2016

415-1 Party donations
For 2022, the Festo Group had no receipts for donations to political parties.

GRI 416: Customer health and safety 2016

416-1 Assessment of the health and safety impact of different categories of products 
and services
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.3) 77

GRI 417: Marketing and labelling 2016

417-1 Requirements for product and service information and labelling
Environment,	resources	and	material	efficiency	(5.3) 77

GRI 418: Protecting customer data 2016

418-1 Justified complaints regarding breaches of protection and loss of customer data
Information	is	considered	confidential.

GRI 419: Socio-economic compliance

419-1 Failure to comply with laws and regulations in the social and economic field
Festo is committed to strict compliance with laws and regulations, which are binding for all 
employees and are set out in the Code of Conduct.
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9.	Report	profile

Report profile
In this sustainability report, the Festo Group informs its 
stakeholders about the sustainability strategy and the 
sustainability activities that happened in 2022. In the 
reference	figures,	earlier	comparison	years	are	shown.	

Unless	otherwise	stated,	the	figures	and	data	reported	
relate to the global activities of the Festo Group. The 
information in the section ‘People at Festo’ focuses on 
Festo SE & Co. KG. The data in Chapters 3 and 5 relate to 
the production and logistics sites of the Festo Group. 
The headquarters of the organisation are located in Ess-
lingen.   GRI 2-1

When deriving and updating the key topics and areas of 
activity, we will in future be guided by the requirements 
of the European Corporate Sustainability Reporting 
Directive (CSRD).

Declaration of use
The Festo Sustainability Report 2022 was compiled in 
accordance with the international standard for sustaina-
bility reporting by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI). It 
is reported in accordance with GRI 1: Fundamentals 
2021. The GRI sector standards were not applied. 
 GRI 2-3

We have supplemented this data with further informa-
tion on strategically relevant and current topics, also 
with regard to the Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs). For more information, see from page 34.  
 GRI 2-4

Reporting period and editorial deadline
The document is available in German and English and 
mainly relates to the period from 1 January 2022 to 31 
December 2022. All forward-looking statements in this 
report are based on general assumptions at the time of 
going to press. The editorial deadline for this report was 
31 March 2023. 

The sustainability report of Festo SE & Co. KG is pub-
lished annually. The last report was published in May 
2022 as a print version and interactive PDF and covered 
the	2021	financial	year.		 GRI 2-3

External and internal audit
By using the GRI standard, we want to ensure transpar-
ency of information and comparability for the public. 
There was no external audit of GRI compliance. 
 GRI 2-5

Our environmental management system according to 
ISO 14001 and our quality management system accord-
ing to ISO 9001 are regularly reviewed by external audi-
tors.

Contact persons and project participants
Numerous employees of the Festo Group worked on the 
Festo Sustainability Report 2022. We will be happy to 
answer your questions and, if necessary, forward them 
to the relevant specialist departments. 
corporate.responsibility@festo.com   GRI 2-3

Responsible according to press law:
Christian Österle,
Head of Corporate Communication and Sustainability 

Editorial management and content concept:
Rainer	Seifert,	Neeta	Wellhäußer

Project management:
Vincent Faix

Graphics and design:
Claudia Enderle, Alwine Steger

Editorial support and text:
Petra Gompper, Maren Karlin, Franziska Schwaiger

Festo Blue World Approach:
Sibylle Wirth

Production and image editing:
Ralf	Böhlhoff,	Philipp	Freudigmann

Specialist contribution:
Felix Ackermann, Jens-Heiko Adolph, Julia Bikidis, Peter 
Bohanek, Tamás Bödör, Sabine Brutscher, Bernd Bruy, 
Thomas Bürkle, Stefan Dietl, Barbara Duve, Leopold  
Eilert,	Jörg	Fritz,	Wolfgang	Gauchel,	Julian	Geißler,	Louisa	
Glaser, Sarah Grau, Carmen Grün, Maren Gülck, Michael 
Hahn, Birgit Harr, Dominik Helble, Joachim Heuing, 
Nádia Horsch-Schmidt, Nicole Illek, Ning Jia, Martin  
Kimmich, Patrick Kirsch, Hans-Jürgen Klein, Philip  
Kommke, Conrad Küchler, Martin Kugel, András Kunt, 
Lyudmil Kyuchukov, Sabine Lückfeldt, Sven Lensdorf, 
Thomas Mall, Florian Meisner, Felix Meyn, Simon Morar, 
Stephanie Negele, Dr Oliver Niese, Isabelle Ouellet, Sina 
Pallasch, Irina Pass, Anne Peters, Peter Pronk, Ulrich  
Retter, Dr Holger Richter, Christian Rosenkranz, Julia 
Sauer, Ursula Schlosser, Simone Schmid, Jörg Schütz, 
Uwe Sohn, Julia Spengler, Martin Spohn, Konstantin 
Szabó, Rafael Vitoriano, Roland Volk, Simon Wilting and 
more.

Copyright 2023 Festo SE & Co. KG and Festo Didactic SE 
All rights reserved. All images, graphics and texts are 
subject to copyright and other laws for the protection of 
intellectual	property.	Duplication,	modification	or	use	in	
other printed or electronic publications is only permitted 
with the express consent of Festo SE & Co. KG or Festo 
Didactic SE.
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